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And Practical Teacher

TORONTO, JANUARY 15, 1897.

Ebítorial.

MR. J. W. JOHNSON, F.C.A., one of
the principals of Ontario Business Col-
lege, author of the " Canadian Account-
ant," and other useful treatises on book-
keeping, accounting, etc., and an occa-
sional contributor to THE EDUCATIONAL

JOURNAL, has been elected mayor of
Belleville by acclamation.

WE presume that the great majority of
our subscribers preserve al[ their copies
of THE JOURNAL. By doing so they will
have, in the course of a few years, a series
of volumes of pedagogical literature of the
mTost practical and helpful kind. But we
would especially advise all teachers to put

on file, where they can be turned to at any
moment, the last two copies, those, viz.,
for December 15th, 1896, and January

Ist, 1897. The leading articles on " The
New Regulations " contain, in a clear and
condensed form, the substance of all the

changes affecting teachers and their work

which we.e made during the last vacation,
and which will hold good during the next
five years. The frequency with which we
are always asked for information of this
kind shows clearly the need of putting it in
Permanent form in THE JOURNAL, as we
have thus done.

THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM
ASSOCIATION.

T HE above noble charity is one in
the success and progress of which

the teachers of Canada, in cbmmon with

all other good citizens, can hardly fail to,
feel a deep interest. The object of this
association, as our readers are doubtless
aware, is to establish a public institution
or institutions for " the isolation, treat-
ment, and cure of persons affected with
pulmonary diseases."

To Mr. W. J. Gage belongs the credit
of having inaugurated the movement for
the establishment of a sanitarium for the
care and treatment of consuiptives in
Canada, and to his very liberal initial sub-
scription of $25,oo0, and his energetic
and persistent advocacy of the project, is
mainly due the fact that so good progress
is being made in the erection of such an
institution near Gravenhurst, Muskoka.
A most eligible site, comprising about
forty acres of well-timbered land, has
been secured at that place. Another
friend of the movement has also sub-
scribed $25,ooo. The municipality of
Gravenhurst has voted a bonus of $1o,-
ooo. Mèr. Wm. Davies, of Toronto, and
family have undertaken to furnish a cot-
tage adapted for four patients, and others
are contributing liberally. The plan
agreed on seems an excellent one. The
central administrative building is now in
process of erection. Several other cot-
tages in connection with it are provided
for, and the prospects are good for the
opening of the sanitarium for the treat-
ment of patients, applications from whom
are already being received every week, in
a few months. But the two facts that the
numbers of those whose sad condition ap-
peals powerfully for the aid which such an
institution is designed to give is very
large, and that the process of treatment

VOL. X. No. 16
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is necessarily in most cases protracted,
make it desirable that the facilities pro-
vided shall be on a large scale. Hence an
appeal is being made for an immediate
endowment of $25o,ooo. The teachers of
Toronto have been asked to provide for
themaintenance of a bed in the sanitarium,
and it is proposed, ve understand, to
make a similar appeal to the teachers of
the Province to maintain one or more
beds for the same purpose. The beds
so provided may, we presume, be set
apart for the use of members of the teach-
ing profession. The object cannot fail to
commend itself very powerfully to the
sympathies of teachers, and they will, we
are sure,respond liberally when called upon.

WHAT IS THE IDEAL NATIONAL
SYSTEM ?

T HE ideal of a national educational svs-
tem which is kept in view in some

of the countries in which most attention
is given to public education is that of a
series of graded schools extending fronm
the primary school to the university. It
is usually claimed as one of the chief
merits of our Ontario system that it SO
nearly attains to this ideal. The guiding
and controlling idea in the schools of
each grade is to prepare the pupils for
that next higher. The High School Eri-
trance Examination is the goal of the
Public School course ; the Matriculationl
Examination that of the High SchoOl
course. One or two important exceptionS
are made,it is true, as in the case of those
taking the course for Comercialists' Cer-
tificates, and especially in the case Of
those students who are being prepared for
one or another of the Departnental exan
mations prescribed for those preparing for
teachers'certificates ; but this is, perhaps,
not properly so much a part of a regular ed-
ucational system as a special training for a
particular occupation or profession, such
as nothing but a special necessity cal

justify, in any public institution.
Leaving aside the latter question, ve

should like to elicit the opinions of sone
of our experienced and thoughtful edu-
cators, whether in University, High
School, or Public School, on the question
whether the ideal we have indicated 15
really the one best adapted, all things
considered, to promote " the greatest
good of the greatest number," which may
be taken as, by common consent, the
sound democratic principle to be ke"Pt i'
mind in the framing and management Of
all public institutions. The question is a
legitimate one for discussion. Put in its
simplest and most practical form, it rnight
read somewfiat as follows: In view of th-
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fact that a very large majority of all the

children who enter the Public Schools

receive, and must continue, at least for a

long time to come, to receive, the whole

of their education in those schools, never

entering the High School, could the course

of study and instruction in those Public

Schools be made more practically useful

to those children if it were planned and

carried out with special or sole reference

to their needs in relation to their future

lives ? Again, having in mind the fact

that but a small percentage of those who

enter the High Schools ever enter the

University, much less complete a Univer-

sity course, could the High School course,

regarded as the completion of the educa-

tion of this great majority, be made more

practicallv useful were it divorced from

its subordination to the University ma-

triculation, and its courses arranged and

carried on with chief or sole reference to its

highest usefulness as " the People's Col-

lege " ? In both cases, we mean by " more

practically useful," useful not merelv from

the point of view of earning a future

livelihood, but aiso from the point of view

of good citizenship, and still more from

that of mental and moral development,
and all the higher utilities which should

be the chief ends in all educational pro-

cesses, whether primary or advanced.

We should like much to have the briefly

expressed and' briefly supported opinions

of a goodly number of our friends upon

this question, which has always seemed

to us to be one of the very first impor-

tance.

THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE

T HERE are some expressions in Mr

O'Hagan's letter in last numbe

vhich, on first reading, puzzled us not

little. We began to wonder if it could b

that, urder Dr. Corson's guidance, ou

valued correspondent had discovered
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short and easy way to enter the temple of

literature and revel in its delights, with-

out climbing the heights, or even passing

through the doors. But as we read we

came upon the following, which, to a cer-

tain extent, dispelled the illusion : " For

this reason only a few leading questions

should be asked, such as will lead to a

deeper, fuller, and more sympathetic in-

sight, and make clear intellectually any

line or lines which may have dimmed the

impression or import of the poem as an

organized whole."
This suggests, and in a manner admits,

what seems to us the crucial difficulty.

If there are any educators who hold, as

Prof. Corson suspects, " that intellectual

conceptions are the only measure of true

education," we should be as far as pos-

sible from agreeing with them. But if

there is any other way in which a student

can be led into the realm of the spirit-

ual, to which the higher literature admit-

tedly belongs, save through the medium

of the intellect, we confess not only that

ve have been unable to find that way,
but that we are unable to conceive it.

Neither Mr. O'Hagan nor Dr. Corson

will, we think, attempt to maintain that

it is possible for the most poetic or

osthetic student to "assimilate the in-

forming life " of any great poem without

first comprehending the conceptions

which are bodied forth in it, and which,
in themselves and their relations to each

other, constitute it. It is truc that Prof.

Corson seems to hint at the opposite when

he says that it is all important that " in

the domain of the spiritual (to which the

higher literature belongs) indefinite lim-

pressions (derived, for example, from a

*great creation of genius) should long be

r held in solution, and not be prematurely

iprecipitated into barren abstractions

e which have no quickening power." The

r figure does not seern to be a very satis-

a factory one, as the question under discus-
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sion just now is how the impressions, not
being presented in solution, are to be first
got into that state. Does Prof. Corson
mean, as his words seem on their face to
mean, that the danger to be guarded
against is that of the student's too soon
getting a clear idea of the writer's thought ?

We venture to say that the greatest
trial which meets every teacher of litera-
ture, in the earlier stages of student-pro-
gress, arises from the tendency on the
part of so many to give their minds up to
the influence of the rhythmic charm, and
rest contented with extremely vague con-
ceptions of what the writer is really driv-
ing at. It is sometimes distressing to
note the number of readers who fancy
they know a portion of a work of genius,
when, as a matter of fact, they know only
the soundswhich should convey itsdelicate
and subtlethoughts and fancies to the inner
ear. We cordially admit, as we believe
most of the despised High Sohool teach-
ers of literature will readily do, that the
pupil may have, with or without the aid
of much study and close analysis, or
many questions rightly put, got clear in-
tellectual conceptions of the poem as a
whole, and of the thoughts, and shades
and turns of thought, fancy, imagination,
sentiment, etc., which compose it, with-
out having in any adequate degree made
his own the spiritual quality which is the
" informing life " of the poen. But we
can by no means concede the opposite.
We cannot conceive of the possibility of
anyone entering into the spirit or enjoy-
ing to the full the " informing life " of a
poem without having first gained at least
a fair mastery of the thoughts and con-
ceptions of the poem itself.

Does not Mr. O'Hagan-we hesitate to
add, " and Prof. Corson "-forget that lit-
erature is printed matter? The spirit of
poetry pervades the universe in a thousand
forms, wherever there are living spirits to
perceive and appreciate it. It may enter

through a beautiful landscape or a beauti-
ful face, through the rolling reverberations
of the thunder, or the placid sky and
sea of a summer's sunset, into the re-
ceptive soul, though the receiver may
never have read a noble poem in verse or
prose in his life. The power to feel and
appreciate and enjoy is not necessarily
dependent, certainly not wholly depend-
ent, upon intellectual culture. But when
the spirit of poetry is imprisoned in litera-
ture, it is only by the study and mastery
of the forms and the matter of the litera-
ture that it can be set free. And there is
no key to literature but that furnished by
intellectual culture. The finest, most
spiritual soul in the universe cannot read
literature without the application of the
intellectual faculties. That something
else, something even higher, more ether-
eal, is required after intellect has done its
part,we have already admitted. But litera-
ture is conveyed through the eye to the
mind by letters; letters are built up intO
words, or symbols of words, if you choose;
words are combined into clauses and
phrases and sentences and paragraphs ;
and it is by the right interpretation Of
each of these word-symbols. in its rela-
tion to clauses and phrases and sentences,
and each of these in turn in its relation tO
other parts and to the complex whole,
that the intellect is enabled to turn over
this network of beautiful creations,
shadowing forth, as they do, the emotions
of one living spirit, in such a way as to re-
kindle these emotions, and probably cre-
ate by suggestion a thousand new ones in
another human spirit.

It requires some courage to say it, but
we will even venture to add that, as a part
of the process, and for the ptirpose indi-
cated, we believe the much-ridiculed para-
phrastic method is often found one of the
most effective methods, and the putting
of judicious questions, touching even syn-
tactical relations, another.
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C. CLARKSON, B.A.,
Seaforth, Ont.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

i. By J.N.H. What rate of discount taken off

twice in succession is equivalent to 20 and 25 per

cent. off?
* 2. If a+b varies as a - b, then a 2 +b2 varies as

ab.

3. Through a given point without a circle draw

a straight line to cut the circle so that the part of

it within the circle may be equal to a given line

not greater than the diameter of the circle.

4. Two chords AB and AC are drawn from the

point A on the circumference of a circle. They

are produced to D and E so that the rectangle

AC.AE= AB.AD. If O is the centre of the

circle, prove that AO is perpendicular to DE.

5. A person invested $8,420 in 8 per cent. stock

on the 7th day of January, at 109V, and on the

12th day of February of the same year sold it out

at I17j., paying 3< per cent. brokerage on each

transaction. Find his gain per cent. on what the

stock cost him-money being worth 8 per cent.

per annum (360 days). H.S.A., p. 358, Q. 3.
6. 1'our points, moving each at uniform speed,

take 198, 495, 891, and 1155 seconds respectively

to describe the length of a given straight line.

Suppose they start together at the same end of the

line, and move from end to end continuously, how

rnany minutes must elapse before they are all

together again at the starting point ? H.S.A

P. 329, No. 98.

7. Skilled workmen and laborers are employed on

a work, a skilled workman receiving $1.75 per day

More than a laborer. The average of their daily

wages is 1234 cents more than it would be if

skilled woîkmen and laborers were employed in

equal numbers. If 6 men of each kind were dis-

charged, the average of the daily wages would be

raised by 5 cents. 1 ind the number of men of

each kind employed ? H.S.A., p. 370, Q. 3.
8. Sulphuric acid contains ½%OQ per cent. of

hydrogen. When zinc is put into the acid all the

hydrogen is set free and zinc sulphate is left which

Contains 40.32 per cent. of zipc. . If 50 cubic

inches of hydrogen weigh one grain, how many

grains of zinc would be necessary to prepare suffi-

cient hydrogen to fill a (spherical) balloon ten feet

in diameter? H.S.A., p. 328, No. 88.
9. A,B,C, and D together do a work for which

A by himself would require two hours less than B.

A and B together do it in U of the time C and D
together would take ; A and C in M of the time

B and D would take ; and B and C in 4ý-& of the

time A and B would take. Find the time each

personsingly would require to do the work. H.S.A.,

p. 371, No. 6.
io. A grocer sold 6o lbs. of coffee and 8o lbs. of

sugar for $25 ; but he sold 24 lbs. more sugar for

$8 than he did coffee for ten. What was the price

of a pound of each ? H.S.A., p. 331, No. 115.

N.B.-These last nine were sent by W.H.V., Mani-

toba.
i1. By T. J., Courtright, Ont. A rectangular

stick of timber is 16x2o inches at the base, and

trims to a point at 36 feet. Find the number of

cubic feet in it.
12. By L.F.S., Elm'bank, Ont. ABC is any

triangle, E and F are the mid-points of the sides

AB and AC. A perpendicular is drawn from A

on BC. Prove the angle FDE=angle BAC.

13. By D.R., Clinton. A man and a boy are

engaged to harvest a field of potatoes for $io. The

boy can pick the potatoes while the man digs the

hills ; but the man can pick the potatoes three

times as fast as the boy can dig the hills. Divide

the money equitably between them.

14. W.Y.E., Purple Ridge, Man. If 26 hurdles

can be placed in rectangular form so as to enclose

40 sq. yd. of ground, and 24 of the same can be

placed so as to enclose a rectangle of 120 sq. yd..

find the length of each hurdle.

15. By R.W.D., Sunderland. When first after

5 o'clock will the minute hand be iidway between

the figure Ill. and the hour hand ? H.S.A., p. 213,
No. 20.

16. By M.M., Ailsa Craig. An article was

marked at a certain per cent. above cost ; the

same rate of discount was allowed, giving a loss of

j of cost. What was the rate of discount?

H.S.A., p. 144, No. 30.
17. A merchant gives a discount of 1c per cent.,

but uses a yard measure .72 of an inch too short.

What rate of discount would allow him the same

amount of gain, if the measure were correct ?

H.S.A., p. 144, No. 23.

18. An agent received $6,36o, with instructions

to invest in sugar at 5 cents a piund, retaining his

commission at 2 per cent., and paying in advance

the freight at 20 cents per cwt. How much sugar

does he buy ? H.S.A., p. 151, No. 27.

19. Company No. i insured a building and its
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stock for Ï of its value, charging i¾ per cent.
They reinsured in Compary No. 2 1 of the risk at
ii per cent. ; building and stock being destroyed
by fire, the second company lost $49,ooo less than
the first. What amount did the owners lose?
H.S.A., p. i 56, No. 27.

20. A man received $495 as dividend at 4>4
per cent. on his bank stock. He sold 40 shares
($ioo) at 143,4, and the remainder at 144,5, pay-
ing 34 per cent. brokerage. What were the net
proceeds of the sale ? P.S.A., p. 171, No. 19.

21. A capitalist had $20,ooo to invest. He pur-
chased $8,700, par value, of Canadian 4 per cent.
bonds at 103, and $7,300, par value, of Canadian
3>4 per cent. bonds at 93'2, and nvested the bal-
ance as far as he could in bank stock (shares $oo)
at 149, paying half-yearly dividends of 4 per
cent. each. What was the gross amount of his
investment, he paying ý' per cent. brokerage for
buy ing each class of securities ? What was his
annual income from these investments ? What
average rate per cent. per annum did he receive
on these investments ? P.S.A, p. 171, No. 20.

22. On September 13th a broker bought for a
customer 500 shares ($ioo) of railroad stock at
78%', and the custoner deposited with the broker
$500, as a "margin" for the latter's security
against loss by a fall in the price of the stock.
On October 7th the stock was sold at 75 '<. How
much of the margin remained after the sale if the
broker charged ', per cent. brokerage on each
transaction, and interest at 6 per cent. for the
exact number of days on the money used in excess
of the deposit ? P.S.A., p. 171, No. 24.

23. If money be worth 5 per cent., what should
be the price of 6 per cent. bonds which are to be
paid off, at par, three years after the date of pur-
chase, the interest on the bonds being payable
half-yearly ? P.S.A., p. 171, No. 25.

zcaence.
CORRESPONDENCE.

Question (i) fron last July s Sen or Leaving
paper in physics was sent for solution.

The problem and solution are given below.
(i) A falling body passes two points io feet

apart in I second ; it subsequently passes two other
points Io feet apart in à second. Find the dis-
tance between the first and the last of these four
points. (g=32.)

Let u=initial velocity at first point ; then u+1 6

=velocity at second point, and (2 u+ 16)÷ 2=aver-
age velocity ; and - 2 u+16÷2 X=to feet.
From which u=12.

Similarly let u' be initial velocity at third point
then similarly to above - (2 u'+3)÷2 þ X&=o
feet, and u'=98.4. .*.body since leaving first point
bas acquired 98 4. - 12 feet per second =velocitY
.'.time to do this=86. 4 ÷ 3 2 .

Whole time of flight from first to fourth pointý
86.4÷32 + à second .'.sp ace = 12 . (86.4 + 32) +
, S +i6- (86.4÷32)+- ,

D. McEchern asks to recommend a suitable
text-book on methods in science teaching.

The Editor of this department does not know of
any single book devoted to this work. A number
of text-books on physics and chemistry, notablY
Gage and Chute's works, contain in their prefaces
hints to the teacher of these sciences. Longman's
Object Lessons has a suggestive preface, and Mc-
Murry's "Special Method in Science" bas manY
valuable hints. The latter is devoteci to nature
study, as taken in the Public Schools of the United
States.

" Teacher of Continuation Classes " asks for

(i) Any simple apparatus to illustrate experi-
mentally Archimedes' principle.

(2) Suitable winter work in botanv.
Answer. (2) The latter of these questions has

been discussed several times in TtiE JOURNAL.
Headings alone are now given. The study of a
pea or bean pod and seed ; the same seed during
early stages of growth ; study of leaves previouslY
pressed ; the study of the method of branching Of
plants, .e., trees and shrubs. Seed dispersion may
also be studied if the teacher has taken the pre-
caution to lay, in the previous fall, such types as
the dandelion, basswood, bur, elm, and maple.

(i) The following simple apparatus may be used:
A spring balance, a large pail and a smaller tin
one, a good-sized stone.

Find weight of stone ; lower it while attached
to the balance into the water in the large pail,
noting previously the height of the water ; mark
the height of the water when the stone is whollY
immer-ed and the new apparent weight of the stone
in water. What was the apparent loss of weight of
stone in water. Pour into the smaller pail (pre-
viously weighed) water sufficient to fill up the
space between the marks on the large pail. Weigh
this amount of water. How does it compare with
the apparent loss of weight of stone ? What
volume of water was poured into the large pail ?
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TOPICS FOR NATURE STUDY.

Mrs. L. McMurry suggests the following as

topics suitable for nature study during the first

school year of the child :
FALL TERM.

r. Preparation of large buds of trees, e.g., hick-
ory, buckeye, balm of Gilead, horse-chestnut, for

Winter rest, associated with gathering of autumn

leaves.
2. Life story of dog and cow.

3. Sheep by comparison with cow.

4. Squirrel-its home life.
5. Rabbit and mouse by comparison with

Squirrel.
WINTER TERM.

i. Pine.

2. Horse.

3. Chicken-types of birds.

4. English sparrow and chickadee by compari-

son with (3).
5. Cat.

SPRING TERM.

i. Plant Lima beans, corn. Watch develop-

ment.
2. Robin.
3. Buds, blossoms, and fruit of apple, cherry,

plum.
4. Duck-type of water bird.

Children draw the objects studied.

BOOKS USEFUL FOR NATURE STUDY.

Teachers frequently ask for books which will

assist theni in making a start with nature study.
The following list, though somewhat long, contains

the books which are believed to be most suitable

for beginners.
PROFESSIONAL.

"Special Method in Science for Common

Schools." McMurry. Public School Publishing

Co., Bloomington, Il]. 5oc.

"Nature Study." Jackman. Ho!t & Co., New

'York, Publishers.

" One Hundred Lessons in Nature Study."
Payne. Kellogg & Co., New York.

"An Outline of Nature Study." Scott, C.B.,
Oswego, N.Y.

INFORMATIONAL.

"The Child's Book of Nature," 3 parts. Hooker.
Harper Bros., New York.

"Nature Stories for Young Readers," 2 parts.
b. C. Heath & Co., Boston.

"Sharp Eyes." Burroughs. Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., New York.

" The Stories of the Trees." Mrs. Dyson. Thos.

Nelson & Sons, New York.

"Little Brothers of the Air." O. T. Miller.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

"Simple Experiments for the Schoolroom."
Woodhull. Kellogg & Co., New York.

" Home Studies in Nature." Treat. American
Book Co., New York.

HOW SHOULD PHYSIOLOGY BE TAUGHT
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Since physiology is the only subject on the
Public School programme (except physical geogra-
phy) which may be designated a science sub-
ject, a discussion of the methods of teaching it
may not be out of place, and may prove suggest-
ive to teachers. It is not expected that any con-
siderable degree of harmony may be reached, for
various reasons. Some teachers look upon the
subject as an intruder, usurping time and energy
which should be devoted to other branches. There
are otber teachers who regard it as dry and un-
interesting in itself, and who consequently devote
to it merely the minimum amount oftime required
for examination purposes. A few supersensitive
creatures are disgusted at having to refer to such
horrid things as intestines, kidneys, duodenum,
pancreas, and so forth. However, the subject is
on the programme, whether advisedly or not is
not under consideration, and the earnest teacher
is not doing his duty unless he seek the best
methods of teaching the subject.

Human physiology deals with the nature and
function of the various organs which unitedly
constitute the physical man. In hygiene the laws
of health, so far as they are knovn, are to be in-
culcated. Very little real progress can be made
in either until the form and relation of the various
organs are known. Anatomy, therefore, precedes
physiology. How best may young pupils acquire-
correct ideas of form and location ? Were a
teacher desirous of having his pupils acquire an
accurate conception of a cube or cone, he would

place models of these before them. A pyramid
or cone may readily be cut from wood or moulded

from clay or putty. Pictures of these objects,

while more valuable than word descriptions, are

less so than are the models.
All science teaching requires that the object

studied shall, wherever possible, be brought be-

fore the pupils for their observation. Now, what

can be done by the teacher in regard to the vari-

ous organs found in the human body? If a

teacher is in earnest about his work he may easily

procure (a) representative teetb, i.e., an incisor,

canine, præ-rmolar, and molar from any dentist ;
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(b) borrow a skull, leg and arm bones, hand and
wrist bones, etc., from a doctor. These will give
a fair idea of the internal bony skeleton, and a
chart will show the relationship of the various
parts. Now, in reference to the softer parts and
internal organs, what shall be done ? The answers
of Entrance candidates show that there is very
little real knowledge possessed by them regarding
the form, size, and location of these internal struc-
tures. Models might do, but these are expensive ;
charts show location, but give little real help in
knowing size and form. The scientific way, and
the only way to secure an accurate knowledge, is
to disse:t some animal in which the organs rnay
be readily seen and their position located. For
this purpose a superfluous kitten, a rat, or puppy,
answer admirably. This point appears to be the
crux. Most female teachers and many male
teachers object to dissection for several reasons-
ladies, that it is offensive to their sense of delicacy,
and many that it produces a " hardening " effect
on the pupils. It is to be apprehended that much
of this feeling, in both cases, is due to prejudice, or
a distorted imagination. It is not the intention,
however, to ridicule these notions. Those who
hold them must still continue to use the text-book
as a cram book, and remain as far as ever from
the process of true education. In many cases the
present text-book is responsible for this condition
of affairs.

In regard to physiology, which deals also with
the functions of the various organs, it must be ad-
mitted that there is a much greater difficulty in
following the ideal plan of science-teaching,
especially with young pupils and untrained teach-
ers ; yet here, too, there are many simple experi-
ments which may be devised to secure fuller ap-
preciation of the use of organs whose form and
location have been, in the previous method, accur-
ately made known.

In comparing the results reached in Ontario
with those of many American States, where the
subject is at once more important and more popu-
lar, it must be admitted that we have great cause
for self-reproach. If we are to keep pace with our
progressive American fellow-workers, we must re-
view our methods, and that quickly, and lend our
efforts towards securing a suitable text-book. Ped-
agogically, the method of the book now in use is
entirely unsound.

The riches of the commonwealth
Are free strong minds, and hearts of health;
And more to her than gold or grain,
The cunning hand and cultured brain.-Whittier.

5pecía1IPDapers.
THE GOUIN METHOD APPLIED TO

FRENCH.

BY J. H. C.

It is now sixteen years since M. François Gouin
first published his "Art of Teaching and Studying
Languages." The first English edition of that
work appeared in May, 1892, and now, after about
four years, we have accessible, in an American
edition, the practical application of the method to
the study of French.* It is much to be regretted
that the gifted author who bas given bis name to
the system should not have been longer spared to
see the improvements in the teaching of languages
which his efforts, along with those of other re-
formers, are steadily and irresistibly bringing about.
His death was announced in the Maître Phoné/tique
for October ; but it seems to have attracted s0
little notice that even the Review of Reviews,
which gave the method such unusual publicity
three years ago, has not yet inscribed the name of
Gouin in its obituary.

The book in question bas been prepared by
Bétis and Swan, the two translators of Gouin's
book on languages, who have introduced the
method into England and the United States.
(Bétis is now at the head of the Boston School of
Languages, while Swan remains in London.)

At the first glance it is evident that the arrange-
ment of the famous "series" is no longer that
formulated by Gouin. The authors in departing
from the original plan have apparently aimed at
an economy of time and effort. Their object is
substantially one with Gouin's ; that is to say, it
aims at translating into a foreign language the
whole of the ordinary experiences of life. But in-
stead of minutely analyzing each process of action
or thought into its smallest elements, to form a
long series of steps in chronological sequence, the
authors of "The Facts of Life " only adhere to
the principle of sequence inasmuch as it affords
an organic framework upon which to arrange,
in an easily retainable order, the expressions of
the ordinary language of life, These expressions
they wish to present in their living form, instead
of the detached and lifeless condition in which
they are stored up in the ordinary dictionaries.

*(French Series, No. r.) " The Facts of Life " (Les Faits de la
vie), idiomatically described and systematically arranged, forminlg
a complete dictionary or the objective language. Part I.: Home
Life-The School-Travelling-Plants, by Victor Bétis (Director
of the Normal School of Languages, Boston, Mass.), and Howard
Swan (Director of the Central School of Foreign Tongues, Lon-
don). New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1SQ6, xxii. + 115 PP.
Price, 8o cents net.
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They regard their work as a dictionary of a new

sort, of which they speak in these terms in the

introduction :
"i. It is a dictionary of the phrases and sen-

tences of a language ; it includes the collection of

all the ordinary instances in which any word is

employed in the habitual language of life ; all the
phrases, that is to say, ' consecrated by usage.' . .

" :. These sentences are connected together one
with the other, so as to form readable matter.

"3. The sentences are classed, not in their
alphabetical order, but in an ' encyclopedic' order ;
which is yet, as will be seen, so familiar to every-

one that researches are as easily made in it as in

the ordinary alphabetical dictionaries.
" 4. This dictionary is, further, one which can

be learnt and assimilated ; that is, it can be learnt
and studied page by page, provided always that a

suitable method of teaching is followed."
To show the practical value of the work when

employed as a dictionary, it is pointed out that by

turning to the chapter or subsection containing the

expressions among which the pupi! expects to find
the word that he wishes to have explained he not
only finds the word there doing actual duty in the
sentence, but he meets a whole series of expres-
sions more or less intimately connected with the
act, state, or relation with which he is more imme-
diately concerned. It will be evident that this
way of employing the book will depend very large-
ly in part on the range of variation in the use of
the given word which is incorporated in this
"ordinary" language "consecrated by usage,"
and in part on the completeness of the alphabeti-
cal index in both the languages which is to be
published when the various subdivisions of the
work are completed.

If the authors had set out to construct their new
dictionary on the same basis as that laid down by
Gouin, who estimated the limits required for the
full elaboration of the linguistic material at îoo,ooo
sentences or 4,000 pages, the prospect would be
very different from what it is. By their remark-
able condensation, they give in four or five sen-
tences the substance of a Gouin series containng
from twenty to twenty-five sentences. They neces-
sarily sacrifice many of the details, as may be seen
by comparing Gouin's series of "The Fire," No. IV.
(" The servant lights the fire"), with the same sub-
ject in Bétis and Swan ; but they have evidently
thought it wiser to cover the field much more
rapidly than their master, by omitting all but the
essential steps and by avoiding numerous repeti-
tions. They have even taken care to print the
Most important sentences in the series in heavy
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type, so as to form an elementary course for those
who desire it,

This abridgment, besides making the system
more alluring, is probably an improvement in
actual practice, for the following reason : While
every teacher of French will find the work full of
information and aid, it is only those who have
some real command of French conversation that
will be able to apply it successfully in its entirety,
and to such persons thie minutely exhaustive series
of Gouin's earlier models would*tend to grow
tedious, in comparison with the rapid movement of
the later series, which can be expanded as desired
at any point by everyone capable of conducting
an average colloquy.

The system, its authors are careful to tell us,
will give its good results only when employed as
they intend it to be. They lay great emphasis on
certain psychological principles which they affirm
to be the distinguishing mark of their methods ;
indeed, they speak of their " psychological meth-
ods " as being in opposition to "classical meth-
ods" and "natural methods." So important and
so new do they consider their methods to be that
they have taken the precaution to copyright them
so that the methods and the lectures designed to
initiate the profane "can only be employed by
their authorization," whatever that may mean.
Among the works they mention as expository of
the system one finds the " Method of Mental Evo-
cation" (the calling up of mental representation),
a " Symbolic trammar," a " Grammatical Synthe-
sis," and even a "Literary Method of Reinven-
tion," based on " a long and careful psychological
investigation carried out on the works of the great
writers of various languages," "a method which
may easily lead the student from literary analysis
on to literaiy composition, and eventually to the
study of the very highest problems in literature."

These are great pretensions, and although they
remind one of the " Physiological Memory,"
patented and copyrighted a few years ago in New
York and London, they may really be worth look-
ing into. Our day is one of such madness in our
methods that it sometimes looks as if it mattered
little that pupils learn nothing, so long as the
method is brand new, inédite, noch nicht da

gewesen. We have suffered enough fromn this craze
in Ontario. But if anyone can bring us a useful
aid to reform our teaching of languages ; to make
a foreign language as attractive as it might be
made from the first moment of approaching it ; to
make every step of progress in it a delight to the
ear and the eye, as well as to the intellect to
awaken that curiosity about foreign countries and
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peoples and their literatures which is a never-
failing spring of delight-if there is a man with a
" method," or without one, who can help us to
this, then we must be ready to learn of him.

Tested by this criterion, what is the value of the
book before us ? Taking it, all in all, in spite of
the curious blending of esoteric revelations with
distinctly commercial ambitions which one finds
in the introduction, and notwithstanding certain
pedagogical whims-such as the complete rejec-
tion of pictures and object lessons of every sort-
it is safe to say that the " Facts of Life " is one of
the most serviceable books yet published with the
aim of supplying living language material to the
teacher or studerit. The amount of this material
compressed into the book is remarkable. There
are 115 long pages, many of which contain from
twenty-five to thirty separate statements, usually
without repetition of more than a word or two. The
book is divided into four chapters: 1. " Home Life."
The events of the day in a French home. Dress in
general and in detail. Toilet operations of various
sorts. The many operations of housekeeping :
the kitchen, the meals. Il. " School Life." The
school day, the school week and year. Reading,
writing, spelling, grammar, composition, arith-
metic. Gaies, etc. III. "Travelling." Writing
and despatching a letter. Departure on a jour'
ney horses and carriage ; railway, etc. Bicycl-
ing :mounting, riding, accidents. etc. IV
" Plants." Wheat and its cultivation ; its manu-
facture into bread. The vine, its cultivation and
products, etc.

The above analysis suffices to show the groun:
covered. One who could actually use all the
phrases given in the book would have made great
progiess in the language. But it will not do to
learn them by heart nierely. A language can
never be acquired in that way. Nor do the auth-
ors mean their book to be so used. " The teach-
ing," they say, " must be chiefly oral, skilfully car-
ried out, and based upon psychological principles."
And again, "on the methods of teaching, for
which this dictionary is adapted, (lie prined sen-
tences are not seen by the Pupils until the whole is
correctly and thorourg-ly known beforehland." What
a radical change would come over the teaching in
most schools if this desideratum could be secured
even in its narrowest and most mechanical reali-
zation ! Do we yet realize what it means to teach
a language mainly by the ear ? With purely oral
instruction, aided by phonetic transcription, ele-
mentary classes could accomplish far more than
they ever do now, and in considerably less time
than it takes them to learn badly the little that
they and we think thev know. The demonstra-
tion of this fact is now accessible in the reports

of experiments with the reformed methods, and
these reports are now quite numerous. J. H. C.

NOTE.-In the Neueren Sbrachen for October, an announce-
ment of Gouin's death is made by Kron of Quedlinburg, who add
the information that the Gouin school of languages is to be con-
tinued by Mme. Vve. Gouin, at Neuilly-sur-Seine, and also that
three parts ofthe French (Gouin's own series) have been published
im France, the last of which ctntains above 4000 hrases relatives.

SUPERINTENDENT A. H. MACKAY.

A. H. MacKay is a naine familiar in all educa-
tional and scientific circles in the Atlantic Prov-
inces. It may not be amiss, however, at the pres-
ent, in connection with his retirement from one of
the editorial chairs of the Review and his elevation
to the highest educational position in his native
province, to refer to a few of his more prominent
characteristics, and give with dates a few of the
chief events in his career.

He was born on the 19th of May, 1848. In his
early boyhood he began his scientific investiga-
tions amid the scenery of a romantic mountain
home in Pictou county, Nova Scotia.

Through the labors of Sir William Dawson,
then Superintendent of Education, the applications
of science to agriculture were beginning to attract
attention, and Johnson's Agricultural Chemistry
and other such works awakened and stimulated
many youthful minds at that time, and his among
the rest.

Assisting on the farm in summer and studying
at a school two miles distant in winter, he made
rapid progress in building up a physical constitu-
tion which never failed him under the severest
mental strain, and in acquiring so much knowl-
edge that at seventeen years of age he became
master of the district school, instead of being a
pupil. The next eight years were spent in alter-
nately teaching and studying, until at the age of
twenty-five he graduated from Dalhousie College
with honors in mathematics and physics.

For sixteen years he was principal of Pictou
Academy and coinon schools, and for two yeats
principal of Halifax Acadeny. During all this
time he devoted himself most enthusiastically to
the study of science. First he rnastered our Nova
Scotia flora. Then he turned his attention tO
insects and became an accomplished entomologist.
He was'the first and only authority on Nova Scotia
fresh-water sponges, several species of which he
discovered, and some of which in their specific
names will perpetuate the name of theirdiscoverer.

Although apparently so nuch engrossed in pure
science, he seems to have had time enough for
many other kinds of work. He was fond of mnili-
tary drill ; investigated microscopically the causes
of rinderpest ; discussed theological questions with
the kirk session ; took lessons on the piano ; mas-
tered Volapuk ; cultivated microbes ; conducted a
Sunday school; and took a leading part in many
scientific and literary societies.

Being possessed of the true scientific spirit, he
is somewhat slow in arriving at conclusions-par-
ticularly in matters outside the physical sciences.
Long ago he discovered that one of the highest
results of true culture is the power to put oneself
iu the place of another, to see and feel as he does,
to look at things from his standpoint, and to knoW
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all the facts relating to the sub-
jects, before coming to a conclu-
sion. In cultivating this fac-
ulty, characteristic of the truly
great, Mr. MacKay has been
remarkably successful. Hence
his broad and generous sympa-
thies with every one he meets,
and with all classes and creeds.
What he may lose in intensity
and immediate results he will
gain in the correctness and
abiding qualities of his work.-

One point more. For his
present position he has had an
ideal training. Compelled to
work his way up from the ranks,
he bas practical knowledge
and experience extending over
twenty-three years of e v e r y
grade of educational work, from
the small country school to the
biological classes of Dalhousie
University. He has met and
studied all classes of our citi-
zens in country and city. The
gentle Acadian farmer need not
fear that he will be neglected,
nor may the dominant Pic-
tonian expect to wrench undue
favors from his hands.

His life, as a whole, illus-
trates the proverb : " Seest
thou a man diligent in business ?
He shall stand before kings."

DATES OF PRINCIPAL EvENTS

IN SUPERINTENDENT

MACKAY'S LIFE.

1848 19 th May, date of birth.
1865 Began teaching in Dal-

housie, Pictou.
1866

1868

1869
1870

1873
1873
1874

1876

1880

1881
1882

1884

1886

1887

1887

Studied at the Normal
School, Truro.

Entered Pictou Acade-
my.

Matriculated into Dalhousie College.
Appointed an editor of the Dalhousie

Gazette.
Graduated from Dalhousie College a B.A.
Appointed principal of Pictou Academy.
Elected president of the Provincial Educa-

tional Association of Nova Scotia.
Visited leading schools of the United

States.
Took the degree of B.Sc., Halifax Univer-

sity.
Built the new Pictou Academy.
Married Maude Augusta Johnstone, only

daughterof Dr.G. M. Johnstone,M.R.C.S.
Elected member of the Biological Section

of the British Association.
Appointed Fellow of the Society of Science,

Letters, and Arts, London.
Started the Educational Review with G. U.

Hay.
Elected president Summer School of

Science, N.S.

Mr. A. H. McKay.

Elected vice-president N.S. Institute of
Science.

Elected member Natural History Society,
Montreal.

Appointed a governor of Dalhousie College.
Appointed lecturer on Zoology, Dalhousie

College.
Appointed secretary Dominion Botanical

Club.
Apponted lecturer in Bacteriology, Halifax

Medical College.
Appointed Superintendent of Education for

Nova Scotia.

Life is a leaf of paper white
Whereon each one of us may write
His word or two, and then comes night;
Though thou have time
But for a line, be that sublime
Not failure but low aim is crime.-Lowell.
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CHAT WITH OUR READERS.

Compositions are still pouring in. Miss L.
Overend says, I have tried your plan of story-
writing, and find it very successful as well as bene-
ficia.. Miss Overend enclosed an excellent com-
pcsiti-n, written by Master R. J. Sheehan, on the
i Sleeping Apple." It came too late for publica-
tien.

Miss Belle Lamb, while enclosing a very suîner-
ior composition written by Master A. Waiter
Westgate, which was also too late for publication,
says "Such work is not entirely new to my little
folks, and I find it helps them greatly in composi-
tion and language. I like THE JOURNAL very
much. I could not do without i.'

We were glad to hear from our old frienus n
S. S. No. L4, Hay, Huron county again. The
woîk rom this school is very Lseditable indeed.
Susan S. We'r, who wrote ' The Lost Scholar-
ship," published in our issue of December i5th,
again leads with "Canada s Greatest Hero," a
most deserving composition on our historical pic-
ture given in the issue of December ist. We
would like to give it publication, but the lateness
of its receipt and lack of space forbids. Very good
work is also sent by Mary Weir and Nora Pretty
of the saine school.

Veiy deserving compositions are also to hand
from Jennie Baxter, who says : " I am very much
p!eased with your paper, THE ENTRANCE JOUR-
NAL, as it has helped me many a time," and from
Miss B. E. Irwin, British Columbia. Let us hear
fronm our little Pacific sister again.

Subscriptions are rolling in. Our five-cent rate
for THE ENTRANCE JOURNAL from January to
July is attracting the teachers and pupils. Send in
your club lists now.

Mr. J. K. Cranston, Galt, Ont., says " Received
January number of ENTRANCE JOURNAL. It :s a
beauty, and will be sure to succeed in your hands,and be a great help to teachers and scholars of
Canada."

Drawing.
BY A. C. CASSELMAN.

HANDLES.

To place a handle on a pail, cup, or basket re-
quires a perfect knowledge of the construction of
the object.

Let us consider first the appeajance of a handle
on a cylindrical cup. The top cf the cup appears
as an ellipse when below the eye level. Place a
small stick in the top of the cup to represent the
diameter of the top. Place one end of the st*ck
at the point where the handle is fastened to the
cup. Rotate the cup on its axis so that the handle
will appear in different positions. The stick will
always be a diamneter of the circular top. Draw
the body ai the cup and the handle in profile, as
shown in post.on L, figure i. Enclose the curved

t.andle ty tvertical and a horizontal line meeting at
1. If the cup is rotated on ils axis the point 1,
wili describe the circumference of a circle, which
may be represented as an ellipse. Suppose it is
required to represent the handle in position 3.
Make the point 3 on the side of the cup. Draw
the diameter of the top by drawing a line from 3
through the centre of the top. The centre is
on the short axis of the ellipse that represents the
top, a little beyond the point where the axes cross
each other. Produce this line to meet the large
ellipse. The lowest part of the handle will also
describe a circle, which is represented by an
ellipse. Draw from 3 a vertical line to meet this
last ellipse. From the outer ellipse at the top
draw another vertical line. Draw the handle be-

tween these vertical lines. The handle in position
4 is obtained in the same way.

Figure 2 shows a saucepan, with the handle in
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different positions. Notice that the top of the 1. When a mounting skylark sings

saucepan is lower than the top of the handle. In the sunlit summermorn,
Draw an ellipse to represent the top of the pan if I know thai heaven is up on high,

it were on a level with the top of the handle. And on earth are Ieltls of corn.

Find on this ellipse a point vertically above where

the handle is fastened to the pan. Proceed as Bn the nitisumme en,

before to draw the handle.Intemol s mrev,
befoe t dra tb hanie.I know not if earth is merely earth,

Figure 3 shows a kettle with the bail in two posi- Onîy that heaven is heaven.
tuons. The only newi thiung to find is the position -Chrisina Rosse/i.

of thelip. Tire lip is at the end of a diamieter which is

at riglt angles to tie diaineter joinng the points (z' Analyze the extrizt s? as to sh2w the clauses

-where the handles fasten on the top. It is verY of which it is comoosed. stating their knd and

difficult to locate this second diameter without connecton.
some device. Below the object draw a semicircle (b) Classify the words in italics, and give their

as large as half the top. Draw a hal' diameter functions.

1, 2 to represent half the diameter o. tr.e ketle (, Select the (I. adjectival clauses, (IL) ad-

and irom 2 draw another halt dianeter 2, 3 at veibial chuse-, and show clearly their grammatical

right angles to t, 2. Fromn 3 diaw a vertical ine relat on to the v;rJs w.th which tbey are connected

tu meet the ellipse that represents the top of the in sense.
ne. This is the location of the rp.

The handle of the kettle would not rest in either

of the upright positions, and should never be re-

presented in that position. At iest it would be

either on the lip or against the side, as shown by

the dotted half ellipse.

The device of a semicircle below may be used

to show the apparent width of staves in a tub, bar-

rel, or pail.

The device given above is not of great material

benefit if the object is before you while drawing it.
Then you can by observation locate the principal

points. If the drawing is from memory, the above

devices are useful.

Draw a basket, a teapot, a pail, a pitcher, and a

sugar bowl in such a position that the handle does

not show in profile.

Grammar.

The following questions will be fully answered

in our next issue. Have your class prepare model

answers, and compare the result with the answers

given in our next :

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN LAST
ISSUE.

I. DETAILED ANALYSIS.

In giving full analysis, in the Entrance class,
dividing sentences into their six chief parts should

be considered sufficient.
(a) Bare subject.
(b) Attributive modifiers of the bare subject.

(c) Verb or verb phrase.
(d) Predicative modifiers of the subject.

(e) Direct object with its modifiers.

(f) Adverbial modifiers of the verb.

The sentence, " Why shouldi not these three

great branches of the family, forming one grand

whole, proudly flourish undee different systems of

government?" would, therefore, be analyzed as
follows :

(a) Branches.
(b) i, These three great ; 2, of the family ; 3,

forming one grand whole.
(c) Should flourish.
(i) I, Why not ; 2, proudly ;-3, under different

systems of goverlment.

II. PARSING.

Why. Relation-Why should flourish.
Classification-Adverb, interrogative, simple.
Function-Used in askng a question.

Should flourish. Relation-Branches should

flourish.
Classification--Verb, intransitive, weak, finite,

active, simple.
Inflection-Indicative mood present, in-

definite, conditional tense ; third person
plural number.
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Function-Used to ask a question about
branches.

These. Relation-These branches.
Classification--Adjective, pronominal, demon-

strative, simple.
Function- Used to point out or limit branches.

Branches. Relation-Branches should flourish.
Classification - Noun, common, concrete,

simple.
Inflection-Plural number, nominative case.
Function-Used subjectively, the subject of

should flourish.
Forming. Relation--Branches forming.

Classification - Verb, imperfect participle,
transitive, weak, infinite, active, derived.

Function-Used appositively, as an adjective.
loosely connected with the noun branches

Under. Relation-Should flourish under sys-
terms.

Classification-Preposition, place, simple.
Function-Shows the relation between should

flourish and systems.

III. PHRASES.

The phrases, other than bre1positional phrases,
which might be found in an extract, would be :

i. Preposition phrases, that is, two or more
words having the value of a single preposition, as
" He came from out the sea." Notice the distinc-
tion between a Prepositional and a preposition
phrase.

2. A participial phrase, that is, a participle fol-
lowed by aIl words depending on it, as " The gen-
eral, having defeated the eneny, returned." Dis-
tinguish participial and Participle phrases.

3. Verb phrases, that is, two or more words hav-
ing the value of a single verb, as " Wilfrid had
rousedhim to reply."

4. Adverb phrases, that is two or more words
having the value of a single adverb, as " He came
by stealth."

5. Conjunction phrases, that is, two or more
words having the value of a single conjunction, as
"John as well as J ames may go."

The phrases in this sentence, other than prepo-
sitional phrases, are

s. Shouldflourish, a verb phrase used in ask-
ing a question about branches.

2. Forming onegrandwhole, a participial phrase
used as an appositive adjective, loosely connected
with the noun branches.

IIe who does one fault at first,
And lies to hide it, makes it two.- Watts.

Entrance Literature.

THE LANDING OF THE PILGRIflS.

To properly understand this lesson the pupil
must be made acquainted with the history of the
Pilgim Fathers. In the reign of Elizabeth there
were people in England who thought that the form
of worship in the English Church was unscriptural.
These people were called Non-conformists, Separ-
atists, or Brownists. They would not take the
sacraments of, nor worship in, the Established
Church, and were therefore persecuted to force
them to conform. To escape this persecution one
congregation fled to Holland, but finding it diffi-
cuit to maintain themselves there as a separate
community, they decided, in the reign of James, tO
find for themselves a home in the New World.
Returning to Southampton,they set sail on Septem-
ber 6th, 1620, in the Speedwell and Mayflower, for
their new home. At Plymouth, the last place in
England they saw, the Speedwell was left, on being
declared unfit for sea, and the whole party-one
hundred and two-were taken on board the May-
fßower.

They landed on the coast of Massachusetts in
December, 1620, at Plymouth-so named in
memory of the last English port they had touched.
The place is marked to this day by a huge boulder
of granite, Plymouth Rock, which is held in great
veneration by their descendants,

We are sure that our readers will appreciate the
following description of Plymouth Rock, written by
Mr. J. L. Hughes, Inspector of Public Schools,
Toronto, who bas visited the spot, and writes of
what he has seen. You wil.1 also be pleased with
the photogravure of the Rock itself, produced fromn
a negative taken by Mr. Hughes and now in his
private collection, and kindly loaned to THE JOUR-
NAL for the benefit of our readers.

PLYrIOUTH ROCK.

By J. L. HUGHEs, .P.S., Toronto.

I was never more surprised than when I fir5t
saw Plymouth Rock.

My preconceived ideas were entirely different
from the reality. I had pictured in my imagina-
tion a rocky shore, with one projecting ledge
forming a natural wharf on which the pilgrims
landed with ail their goods and chattels, but found
that the shore was really a sandy beach at the
foot of a hill, and that Plymouth Rock was just a
common boulder. The large stone lay in the
shallow water close to the beach when the pilgrirns
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Plymou

came, and it formed a stepping stone between

their heavy rowloat and the beach. In 1775 it
was decided to fill in the beach where the stone

lay to foim a wharf, and an attempt was made to

raise the stone. The upper half was broken off

and placed in the town square, where* it remained
nearly sixty years. It was then taken to Pilgrim

Hall, and kept there till 188o, when the two parts

were p'aced in their present position, and ce-

mented so as to make the boulder as nearly as

possib!e what it was when the pilgiims first step-
ped on it. It now lies not far from the spot in

which the pilgrims found it, and is covered by a

beautiful granite canopy.
The accompaniying picture I made standing

on Cole's Hill, the hill on wbich the pilgrims lived
during their first winter in America, and on which

near:y half of them were buried during that dread-

ful year.
The sandbar beyond the bay makes Plymouth

harbor one of the safest in America. The land

seen over the white storehouse is Clark's Island,
on which the pilgrims spent their first Sunday in
the new world.

The landing'on the mainland from the Rock

took place on Monday, December 21St, 1620.

" The great thing to be tninded in education is
what habits you settle."-Locke.

th Rock.

THE LANDING OF THE PILORIMS,

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN OUR LAST ISSUE.

I. The subject of the poem is the coming of the
pilgrims, the circumstances and the cause.

Il. The topic of each stanza is :
i. The scene at their landing.

2. The manner of their coming.

3. The welcome they received.
4. The " pilgrim band" described.

5. The cause of their coming.

This shows a " natural order of development,»

for we commence with the first event in their com-

ing, that is, their landing, and proceed from their

mianner of coming to their welcome, and then from

a description of the pilgrims to the cause of their

coming, which is the climax of the poem.

STANZA I.

You will notice that the omission of these words,
while not to any great degree changing the mean-

ing of the lines, takes fron them all the vividness

of the picture, that is, robs them of their "pic-

turesqueness." Such words are called "orna-

mental epithets." They are the chief means by

which an author can become " picturesque."

" Breaking waves." This refers to the breakers

dashing on the shore.
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"Stern and rock-bound coast." The coast is
described as broken and rocky, surrounded by
hills, the shore covered with giant trees. This is
true of the New England coast as a whole, especi-
ally to the north of where the pilgrims landed, but
at Plymouth the description is not at ail applicable,
for the shore is there a succession of low sand hills
covered with stunted trees.

" Woods." A wood is a large and thick collec-
tions of trees, and is preferable to "trees " here,
because the poet is speaking of the woods as a
wihole. It has also a fuller and deeper sound.

"Stormy sky." A dark, lowering sky, covered
with scudding clouds.

"Giant branches tossed." You see the forest
agitated by the stormy wind, with the branches of
the great trees tossing to and fro.

"Heavy night hung dark." The night was over.
cast with low, threatening clouds.

"O'er." An example of poetical contraction.
See "parting life" and "passing rich" irt the
Deserted Village.

" Band of exiles." The exiles or pilgrims were
a band of persons who refused to worship accord-
ing to the form laid down by the English Church,
and who emigrate I to America to escape religious
persecution.

"Moored their bark." Anchored their ship.
"Wild New England shore." Wild means

inhospitable, rugged, unexplored.
The "breaking waves," etc., are introduced in

the first stanza to arouse our sympathies for the
pilgrims under their trying circumstances.

The "vividness " of the description in the first
stanza is caused by the use of "ornamental
epithets." See the first question on stanza 1.

STANZA II.

"Conqueror cornes." The conqueror comes
with drums and trumpets proclaiming his victory.

" True-hearted." They are called " true-heart-
ed" because they were faithful to their religious
convictions.

"Roll of stirring drums." " Roll" most aptly
describes the sound of drum, and " stirring " the
mental effect the sound has on those who hear it.

"Trumpet that sings his fame." The trumpet
that is blown on the coming of the conqueror to
spread to ail his fame and glory.

The second line of this stanza describes the
coming of the conqueror as mentioned in the first
line.

" Flying corne." " Flying " means those escap-
ing from justice. They would come secretly, in
silence, and with fear of being found.

" In silence and in fear." This means without

noise, secretly, and fearful of being seen or known.
This clause shows the manner of the coming of the
"flying," as mentioned in the first clause in line 3-

" Shook the depths." Roused the silence of the
deep woods. " Depths of the desert's gloom." 'he
silence of the deep woods. "Depths." DeeP
woods." Desert's gloom." The silence and din-
ness of the forest. " Desert's gloom" is ex-
pressed as " aisles of the din woods " in the next
stanza.

" Hymns of lofty cheer." The hymns, which
expressed their faith in God, consoled, inspired,
and cheered them, even amidst such discouraging
surroundings.

The force of this stanza consists in the strong
contrasts brought out between the coming of the
"conqueror" and the " fying" and the coming
of the pilgrims.

STANZA III.

"Amidst the storm." The storm was referred
to in the first two lines of the first stanza.

" The stars heard and the sea." The figure in
this line is a "personal metaphor." The " stars "
and the " sea" are given the attributes of persons
they see and hear. It is peculiarly pleasing to us
because even the inanimate things-the "sea"
and the "stars "-are made to sympathize with,
and take an interest in, the " pilgrim band."

The poet uses " alliteration " in this line, as seen
in storm, sang, stars, and sea, ail commencing
with the sarne sound. This adds to the " melody'
of the poem.-

"'Sounding aisles." Aisles are the divisions of
a church between the rows of pillars, which rise
like the trunks of trees, hence the aisles here
spoken of are the opening in the forest between)
the rows of trees." They are called "sounding
aisles " because the songs of the pilgrims were
echoing through them. You will notice how the
figure of a church is maintained in the use of the
word "anthem."

"Dim woods." This was expressed before as
"depths of the desert's gloom." The woods are
called dim because their foliage shut out the light.

" Anthem of the free." Song of the pilgrims.
" Ocean eagle." The ocean, sea, white-headed,

or bald-headed eagle, which has become the
emblem of the United States, is a bird about the
same size as the common eagle ; it has dark-brown
plumage, the head, neck, tail, and belly white.
Its favorite nesting place is on the ledges of pre-
cipitous rocks, on the sea-coast, where it feeds 0n
fish.

The fact of the eagle's becoming the "emblem
of the United States would be sufficient reason for
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its introduction here, but it also adds to the w d.
ress of the scene.

' White waves foam." This was expressed in
tne first line as ' breaking waves dashed high.-
This description is not a true one, for while the
ocean eagle does nest among precipitous rocks he

could hardly be thought to nest among the sand
hills of Cape Cod.

" Rocking pines roared." Notice first the alliter-
ation in " rocking " and " roared." Notice further
the "onomatopœia" (on'-o-mat'-o pe-ya), that is, the
assimilation of the word sound-with the sound of

the object the word represents. How the rolling
"r's " imitate the sound of the " roaring " wind.

"This was their welcome home." TIe dash is
used to show the break in the sense. After the
enumeration of the " hearing " of the stars and the

sea, the "sounding" of the forest's aisles, the
" soaring" of the eagle, and the " rocking " of the

pines, all is summed up in " this was their welcome
home." "This" is put in the singular number

because the poet regards the things before enumer-
ated as one. The poet speaks of inanimate nature

sympathizing with, and feeling for, the pilgrims,
the stars and sea listen, and the aisles of the forest
echo to their anthem, the pines roar their welcome,
and the eagle, as representative of the country,
comes to receive them. This is truly their
" welcone " to the new home.

The "strength " and "force " of this stanza is
secured by its figurativeness, the personal meta-

phor, that is, the inanimate objects are given the
attributes of persons. The stars heard, the aisles
rang, the pines roared.

STANZA IV.

Hoary hair." White hair, showing their great
ag e.

" Pilgrim band." This means sojourners in a
foreign land. They were before called a " band

of exiles."
" Wither here." This means to die here. This

thought is introduced to show the self-sacrificing
spirit of the old men, for, while the young men
might have bright hopes for the future in this new
land, such hopes were denied to these old people,
who could look forward to nothing but death.

" Childhood's land." England is meant.
"Woman's fearless eye." The women, with

more faith than the men, had firm confidence in
the future, and are, therefore, described as having
" fearless eyes." You will also notice how the
vis idness of the picture is increased by the definite-
ness of the description, " woman's fearless eyes.'
Substitute the general term, " brave woinen," and
note the result.

"Lit by deep love's truth." " "Lit means il-
luminated and " deep love's truth " is her faithful-
ness to husband and to God.

SManhoo's brow serenely high." This line
s 'ggests the confidence oi men, in thé prime of
li-e, to overcome a.1 their difficulties.

4 b iery heart of youth." The impulsive, pas-
siorate sp'rits of the young.

The pLrsons are introduced in a natural order.

First, the weak, old men ; next, the faithful

wonen ; and, last, the confident and impulsive

men and yot ths.

STANZA V.

An author always gains strength or force by
putting thoughts in the interrogative form. Thus,
" What sought they thus afar ? bright jewels of
the mine ? " is far more forcible than the declara-
tory form of the same thought, "They did not
seek the jewels of the mine." You will notice
that no answers are expected to these sentences.
They are only interrogatory in form, not in mean-
ing. Such sentences are called " rhetorical ques-
tions," and they are used to give strength and

vigor to the author's style.
The author probably refers to the Spanish, who

in South and Central Ainerica sought the wealth
of the mines, and to the French, who, in Canada
and Newfoundland, sought the wealth of sea and
forest.

" Bright jewels of the mine" refers to the gold

and silver, and, it may be, precious stones.

" Wealth of seas " refers to pearls, etc., got from

the sea.

" Spoils of war." Plunder obtained in war.

The dash is used after " war " to show the com-

plete change of sense. From stating what they did
not seek the poet turns to state what they did seek,

"A faith's pure shrine."
" Faith's pure shrine." A place of sacred wor-

ship.
The force of these two lines consists in the

rhetorical questions."
" Call it holy ground." They could call it holy

ground because there they had freedom.
" Left unstained." Tlfey found there freedom,

and they left it "unstained," that is, they allowed
every person complete freedom.

This is true of the " pilgriri," but is not true of

the " Puritans," who followed them in Massachu-
setts, and who persecuted those who would not
do as they thought was right.

" Freedom to worship God." This phrase is in
apposition with (that is, it means the same as)
"what they had found."
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Composition.

Owing to the great success and the many let-
ters acknowledging the helpfulness of our last
rep'oduction story, "The Sleeping Apple," we
this issue give another. Let every boy and girl
try. Write the story in your own words, and send
the best jesults in for publication.

THE GLOw WORM.

"Of what use is my light or who sees it down
here ir, the grasses? " sighed the glow worm. " If
I could shine up there in the sky now like that
beautiful moon or the stars, or even if I could fly
about in the air as the fireflies do, I might brighten
the world a little, but what good can I do here ?

" I will curl myself up here and sleep and no-
body will miss me."

So the glow worm lay in his bed two whole
nights and days.

" Heigho 1" he sighed at the end of the second
day, " I am tired of this. I believe I will light
my lamp to-night and go out once more for a
stroll.'

" Oh, here you are !" cried the cricket. " I
missed your light last night, didn't enjoy my prac-
tisng half as nuch as usual."

" Glad to see you ! " cried the daisies and grasses.

"The fireflies fit over our heads, but no one but
yourself thinks of lighting our feet. Where have

you been ? "
" Oh, we are so glad that you have come !" cried

a voice, and the Canada lilies rang a merry chime
to welcomehim. " We are so glad you have corne.
We know the stars are overhead and the fireflies
flitting about above us, but we cannot see them,for we
cannot lift up our heads, our necks are so slender.
So you see we always watch for your cheery light
down in the grass. You light up our faces, too,
and nke them almost as beautiful as the dayligbt
does ;"'and ail the li'y bells pealed another chine
gay enough for a fairy wedding.

Well, well !" thouglit Glow Worm, " I will let
my light shine after this ; there is something for
every one to do."

Physiology.

Below we give ten carefully-graded questions for
the Entrance class.

1. Describe the evil effects of the habitual use of
alcoholic drinks on the blood.

2. Give three reasons why we should be total
abstainers fron intoxicating drinks.

Study this picture thoroughly. Give it a nam.
Take this as the subject of your composition ;
write the storv of the picture as revealed to you.
Give full freedom to your imagination. Attach a
plan to your composition, similar to those in JOUR-
NAL of November 2nd.

Send in your best compositions for publicition.
Aidress E litor ENTRNcE JOURNM,.
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3. What three good reasons are there why all

persons, and more especially young persons,should

not use tobacco in any form ?

4. Name the three chief circulatory organs, and

describe each.

5. In case of a cut, from wbich blood is freely

flowing, how can you tell whether a vein or an art-

ery is severed ? Whch is the more dangerous to

wound, and why ? How should we treat each ?

6. How does alcohol affect the circulation ?

7. How would you deal with fainting, scalds,

burns, bruises ?
8. Explain how the blood becomes impure, and

how it is again made pure.

9. What should be done with a person apparent-

ly drowned, until the doctor comes ?

1o. Show how the ventilation of a room affects

the purity or impurity of the blood.

ANSWERS O QUESTIONS IN OUR LAST ISSUE.

t. (a) The heart is enveloped in a fibrous case

known as the pericardium. This is lined with a

membrane which secretes a fluid called serum,

which permits the heart to inove fieely and with-

out friction. (b) Elasticity of the ar:eries enables

them to acconmodate thenselves to the various

movements of the body; the tough,fibrous material

of the walls enables them to sustain impulses of the

heart without rupture.

2. Tight-lacing contracts the space whicli the

lungs occupy, and does not give them roorm to ex-

pand to their full extent.

3. Because fresh air is more healthful and the

excitement of contention is more stimulating.

4. Nitrogenous.--fibrin, casein, and albumen.

Non-nitrogenous.-fat, sugar, starch.

5. Because the skin is another organ of excre-

tion, the activity of which is increased by active

perspiration.

6. (a) To fui nish a passage for the blood from

the right ventricle into the lungs ; to convey cer-

tain products of digestion to the liver from the

blood vessels of the intestinal villi.

7. It irritates and weakens the action of the

heart.

Arithmetic.

Test examination for the Entrance class. An-

swers will be given in our next issue.

i. (a) 8 is what per cent. o'f 43 ?
(b) What is Y3 of i per cent. commiss:on ?

(c) What fractional part of anything is 1623

per cent.?

(d What per cent. of $6o is $45?

(e) What decimal part of a number is r per

cent.?
2. A, after he has done / of a work alone in 6

hours, is assisted by B, and together thev finish

the work in 4 more hours ; in what time could B

alone do the work ?

3. Find the sum, difference, and product of

i.oo and .cl ; and divide .0045 by .09 of 900.

Give answers in decimal form.

4. I sell goods for $12 and gain 20 per cent.

What per cent. would I have gained or lost bad

I sold them for $î i; and for $8 ?

5. I insure my house for $2,000, my furniture

for $800, and my books for $200, paying $24 for a

a three years' policy. What was the rate per

annum?
6. An agent 1eceives $9.33 for selling goods at

1 per cent. commission. How many dollars'

worth did he sell ?

7. Toronto, June 1gth, 189o. W. A. Simpson

borrows $450 from H. Gibson, and gives his note

at 3 months in payment. Interest at 7 per cent.

(a) Write the note, and make it payable to

order.
(b) When will it be due ?

(c) What will be the amount at maturity ?

8. What will it cost to plaster a roon 25 feet by

18 feet and 15 feet high, at 20 cents per square

yard, allowing i/Io off for doors and windows ?

(9) Find the cost of excavating a cellar 6 feet

deep for a bouse 25 feet by 4 feet at 15 cents per

cubic yard for the first 3 feet in depth, and 20

cents per cubic yard for the reinainder.

ANSWERS TO QIIXSTIONS IN OUR LASI ISSUE.

i. A factor is a number which will divide the

given number.
A multiple is a number which will contain the

given number.
A measure is a number which will divide the

the given number.

It will be readily seen that the product of the

G.C.M. and the L..C.M. of two numbers must be

equal to the product of the numbers.

2. 147 1%"'4! ; 3, 5,oro lbs ; 4, 92.5625 ; 5, 'j of a

day ; 6, 14,000 ; 7, $8 8 2.35i ; 8, $24 30.

SOLUTIONS.

6. To lose 10 per cent., you must get 90 per

cent. of cost.
To gain 1212 per cent , you must get I12%' per

cent. of cost.

.«. 90 per cent. of cost is $3,200.

And 112 %2 per cent. of the cost is

- $4,ooo,

3200 X 112T
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7. $oo in 4' years at 8 per cent. simple in-
terest amounts to $136.

.*. 136 is the amount of $oo.

And 1,200 is the amount of 100 X 1200

$882-35 ýr. 1'l

Spelling.
The following twenty-five words were chosen

from a weekly paper and will be found useful for a
spelling test. Get your class to prepare a set of
twenty-five. Send your best results in for publica-
tion. Give date and name of paper, also pupil's
name, S. S., township, and county. Address
Editor ENTRANCE JOURNAL, Ii' Richmond
Chambers, Toronto.

i. author. 13. texts.
2. edition. 14. corrupt.
3. autobiography. 15. valid.
4. prefaced. 16. peremptory.
5. reminiscences. 17. inhabiting.
6. century. 18. intense.
7. elements. 19. revision.
8. permanent. 20. majority.
9. endeavor. 21. intrench.

ïo. policy. 22. effective.
i i. disfranchise. 23. victim.
12. conservative. 24. significant.

25. restriction.

English.

The pupils of this grade should be carefully
taught paragraph-writing. The following exercises,
taken fron " The Problem of Elementary Compo-
sition,' Spalding, published by' D. C. Heath &
Co., Boston, which may be had through this office,
and which THE JOURNAL can most confidently
recommend to all its readers, will be found very
useful to those who have not had pleasure from the
composition hour.

Suppose you select for the topic of a paragraph,
It was a beautiful morning," and you proceed to

question the class about the morning until you get
the following data : a soft air, a warm sun, swell-
ing buds, crocuses, and snowdrops in garden, and
suppose this list to have been written on the black-
board.

Now we may connect this data and form a simple
paragraph, thus :

" It was a beautiful day in early spring, with a
soft air and a warm sun. Buds had begun to swe'l
on many of the trees, and, in some sunny gardens
crocuses and snowdrops were up. It was just the
day for our ride up the river."

Try this plan with your class. Write paîagraphs
on the following.

i. A beautiful autumn day.
2. A beautiful winter day.
3. A beautiful orchard.
4. The river presented a picturesque appearance.
5. The black well (ink well).
6. The k tchen looked inviting.
7. A sunset on the lake.
Send in the best results for publication. Give

S. S., township, county, and pupil's name. Address
Editor Entrance Journal, iin 2 Richmond Cham-
bers, Toronto. If any teachers find this remark-
ably successful, please send in the complete devel-
opment of the paragraph, that is, the questions
asked, data received, and best resultmng para-
graphs.

Public School Leaving.

LITERATURE GO WHERE GLORY WAITS
THEE."

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED IN OUR
ITEXT ISSUE.

i. In a phrase or short sentence express the
main idea contained in this poem.

2. Into how manv natural divisions mav the
poem be separated? State the subject of each.
Show that a natural order has been observed in
their introduction.

3 Who is supposed to be speaking in the poem ?
And to whorn ? Why was this form adopted in the
poem ?

4. Upon what does the chief merits of this poei
rest ? Explain and exemplify fully.

STANZA I.

"Go where glory waits thee." Who is supposed
to be speaking in this verse? Quote from the
poem in support of your answer. For whom does
" thee " stand ? Write the verse in your own
words.

Fane elates thee." What is meant ?
" Meetest." Supply another word meaning the

same.
STANZA II.

Rovest." Which do you prefer here, " Rove,"
Stray," or '' Ramble," and why ?
"Star thou lovest."' What is the force of this

phrase?
"Bright we've seen it burning." Why is this

line introduced ?
" Summer closes." What is meant ?
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" Lingering roses." What is there beautiful in

this use of the word " lingering " ?

"Her who wove them." Explain fully.

STANZA Ill.

"Gay health." Why is "gay" an appropriate

word ?
" Music, stealing all the soul of feeling." Ex-

plain fully.
"Draw one tear from thee." What is meant ?

"Let iemory bring thee." Put this in your

own words.
"Strains." What does this mean ?

ARITHIlETIC.

Eximination test for the leaving class. Answers

and solutions in our next issue.

t .2 7 3 +L7 +{2X75ýO I.75')+3

4n×X2?o of (3t×2i.9) of £ 5, 16s., 8d.
21.S×13[i÷.25

2 A Toronto dealer sent his agent in Montreal

3,000 bushels of wheat, which was sold at 8oc. a

bush. The agent deducted his commission and

also a 4 per cent. commission in advance on tea

purchased for his employer. The two commissions

amounted to $200 ; find the rate of the first one.

3. A man invested 40 per cent. of his capital in

3f per cent. stock at go, and the remainder in 4

per cent. at 95, and bis income was $r,745 per

year. What was the amount invested ?

4. A dealer shipped 200 barrels of apples to Liv-

erpool, the cost being $3.75 per barrel. For what

sum must he have the apples ,insured at 9/10 per

cent. pre. to guard against all loss in case of ship-

wreck, his other expenses being $75.

5. A note for $876, dated April 2oth, for 90 days,

and bearing interest at 6 per cent. per annum, is

discounted at the bank on May 1oth at 7 per cent.

Find the proceeds.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN OUR LAST ISSUE.

i, Book Work ; 2, $244.16 ; 3, $5.6o ; 4, $400-,

000 ; 5, $4 per gallon; 6, A., $240 ; B., $250 ; C.,
$240.

GRAMMAR.

Both the Entrance and the Leaving class will find

work suitable to them in this column. We intend

to fully treat the parsing of each part of speech

as the noun is treated below.
You will find dividing the work into the four

heads given below very helpful to the class. Then

if the pupil is asked to give "The Relation and

Function," or "The Classification and Inflection,'
of certain words, he can readily use the columns

asked for, and omit the others.

NOUN.

Relation: A noun may have for its relation,-

i. A verb, as John runs, or I struck John.

. A preposition, as he came Io town.

3. A noun, as Milton, the poet, was blind.

4. Or a noun may stand in no relation to any

other word,
As Springreturning, the swallows appear, or,

Pla/o, thou reasonest well.
Classification: A noun may be classified accord-

ing to its meaning into,-
i. Proper and common.

2. Abstract and concrete.

3. Collective, gender, and diminutives.
And according to form into,-
i. Simple, derived, and compound.

Infection: The inflections of the noun are,-

i. Number and case.

Function.-The functions or uses of the noun

are,-
t. A noun may be used subjectively, as, John

ran away.
2. A noun may be used objectively, as, He

struck fames.
3. A noun may be used attributively, as, John's

cap is torn.
4. A noun may be used appositively, as, Milton,

the poet, was blind
5. A noun may be used predicatively, as, Iron is

a metal.
6. A noun may be used absolutely, as, Spring

returning, the swallows appear.

7. A noun may be used adverbially,as, He came
home.

8. A noun may be used as the nominative of
address, as, Pla/o, thou reasonest well.

Never be guilty of classifying nouns into proper,

common, and abstract. Proper and common is a
complete classification, that is, it embraces all
nouns. All nouns are either proper or common.
Abstract and concrete is also a complete classifica-
tion. For the distinctions between them see High
School Grammar, chapter V., section 24. Col-
lectives, gender, and diminutives is not a perfect

classification, as all nouns are not embraced under

these heads. In classifying the noun man, we
should say " Man is a common, concrete, gender
noun. (Man, woman)."

For what nouns are gender nouns, and what
nouns are not, see High School Grammar, chapter
V., section 14. Note that only nouns occurring in

pairs, as boy, girl, or hero, heroine, are gender
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nouns. Discuss the question, " Is gender a matter
of derivation or of inflection ?"

We used to say the inflections of the nouns were
person, gender, number, and case. Why have
person and gender been left out ? Note that an
inflection is " A change in the form of a word to
show a difference in neaning or in use." There
are no different foirs of the English noun to show
a difference of person.

The function column is by far the rnost impor-
tant. For full treatment of:

Attributive use, see High School Grammar,
chapter xiii., sections 62, 64, and 59.

Appositive use, see High School Grammar,
chapter xiii., section 57.

Predicative use, see High School Grammar,
chapter xiii., section 24.

Absolute use, see High School Grammar, chap-
ter xiii., sections 79 ani 8o.

Adverbial use, see High School Grammar,chap-
ter xii., section 73.

The examples given below may make this treat-
ment of the noun plain.

In the following sentences parse the italicized
nouns :

i. Jane looked an angel.
2. The master taught the boy grammar.
3, My friend, the soldier, was born in Canada.
4. John's horse ran home.
5. They sat side by side.
6. Cassius, I am armed in honesty.
r. jane. Relation-Jane looked.

Classification-Noun, common, concrete,
simple.

Inflection-Singular number, nominative
case.

Function-Used subjectively, the subject of
looked.

Angel. Relation-looked argel.
Classification-Noun, common, concrete,

simple.
Inflection-Singular number, nominative

case.
Function-Used predicatively, helping to

make the assertion, looked an angel,
and meaning the saine as fane.

2. Boy. Relation-Taught boy.
Classification-Noun, common, concrete,

gender noun (boy, girl), simple.
Inflection-Singular nun,ber, objective case.
Function--Used adverbially, the indirect

object of taught,
Granmar. Relation--Taught grammar.

Classification-Noun, common, concrete,
simple.

ONAL JOURNAL.

Inflection-Sing ular number,objective case.
Function-Used objectively, the direct ob-

ject of taught.
3. Soldier. Relation-Friend soldier.

Classification--Noun, common, concrete,
simple.

Inflection-Singular number, nominative
case.

Function-Used appositively, in apposition
with friend.

4. John's. Relation- ohn's horse.
Classification - Noun, proper, concrete,

simple.
Inflection--Singular number, possessive

case.
Function-Used attributively, modifying

hor-se.

IHome. Relation-Ran home.
Classification-Noun, common, concrete

simple.
Inflection-Singular number, objective case.
Function-Used adverbially, the adeibial

object of ran.
5. Side. Relation-None.

Classincation-Noun, common, abstract,
simple.

Inflection - Singular number, nominative
case.

Function-Used absolutely, depending on
the participle being (understood).

6. Cassius. Relation-None.
Classification-Noun, common, concrete

simple.
Inflection-Singular number, nominative

case.
Function-Usetl as a nominative of address.

WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE.

Mr. Gladstone is beyond question the greatest
English statesman who ha: appeared during the
reign of Queen Victoria. Fron the point of view
of the influence gained by intellectual and moral,
as well as purely statesmanlike qualities, he is the
foremost man in the world to-day. He is an Eng-
lishman by birth, having been born in Liverpool
on the 29th of December, 1809. But he is a
Scotchman by descent, his father, Sir John Glad-
stone, Bart., having been descended from an old
Scottish familynamed Gledstanes. Mr. Gladstone
was educated at Eton and at Christ Chirch, Ox-
ford, graduating in 1831 with highest honors in
both classics and mathematics (a double
first). He entered Parliament in 1832, in the
first election after the passage of the Reforim
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Bill, as Tory member for Newark, a "pocket"
borough of the Duke of Newcastle. With the ex-

ception of about a year and a half, he sat continu.

ously in the House from that date until March,

î894, when he retired on account of bis advanced

age, though bis mental force was and is still seem

ingly unabated. His exceptional political abilities

gained speedy recognition, as may be seen from a

bare enumeration of the successive stages through

which he rose from office to office, until, on

December 9th, 1868, he reached the highest dig-

nity attainable by a British subject-that of Prime

Minister. These stages were as follows : 1834-5,
First Junior Lord of the Treasury, then Under-

Secretary for the Colonies ; 1841, Vice-President

Board of Trade ; 1843, President Board of Trade,

with seat in the Cabinet ; 1845-6, Secretary of

State for the Colonies ; 1852, Chancellor of the

Exchequer ; the latter office, in which he achieved
some of bis most wonderful successes, he held first

in Lord Aberdeen's Coalition Ministry (Whigs and

Peelites) ; again, for a few weeks, in Lord Palmers-

ton's Liberal Ministry, in 1855 ; and a third time

-after an interval, during which he was sent by

the Conservative Ministry on a special mission as

Lord High Commissioter Extraordinary to the

lonian Isles-in the Ministry of Lord Palmerston

and Earl Russell, from 1859 to 1866. During this

latter term, after Lord Palmerston's death, he was

leader of the House of Commons. He was Prime

Minister of England no less than four times, viz.:

December, 1868, to February, 1874; April, 1880,

to June, 1885 ; February to July, 1886 ; and

August, 1892, to March, 1884, when, as above

noted, bis final retirement took place. During

these periods the history of bis Ministries is the

history of the British Empire. In one respect bis

political history is probably unique. Entering

Parliament as a pronounced Tory, bis whole course

was one of more or less gradual mental transition,

until he became the most powerful exponent of

that advanced Liberalism with which bis name bas

been so closely identified for many years past.

Some of the most Radical measures, such as the

disestablishment of the Irish Church, the later

Reform bills, the two defeated bills for giving

Home Rule to Ireland, etc., were, directly or indi-

rectly, bis, in large measure. Notwithstanding bis

berculean political labors and achievements, Mr.

Gladstone's literary studies and productions have

been extensive enough, one would think, to have

employed to the full the energies of any ordinary

man. Of bis classical and theological writings and

researches, bis voluminous contributions to maga-

zines, and the more permanent works which have

been added to English literature by bis pen, we

have no room to speak. Take him all in al], bis

name cannot fail to go down to future ages as that

of one of the most wonderful nien in all hihtory,

and one no less conspicuous for unimpeachable

integrity and exalted virtue than for extraordinary

ability.

GEOMETRY.

The following questions will be answered in our

next issue :
i. Distinguish between a problen and a theorem.

2. Distinguish between a Postulate and an

ax0iomf.

3. When is a straigbt line said to be drawn at

right angles, and when perpendicular to a given

straight line ?

4. Define a triangle. Show how many kinds

of triangles there are according to the variation

both of the angles and of the sides.

5. What two tests of equality are assumed in

geometry
6. How would you cut off from a straight line,

unlimited in both directions, a length equal to a

given straight line ?

7. To form a triangle with straight lines, any

two of them must be greater than the third. Is a

similar limitation necessary with respect to the

three angles?
8. Is it possible to form a triangle with three

lines whose lengtb are 1, /2, /3?
9. State the converse of the second case of

Proposition 26 Book I.
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SIGHT LITERATURE.

Teachers of the P.S.L. work are aware that the
paper on Literature is based partly on "sight
work." To help the teachers with this part of
their course THE JOURNAL will give in each issue
a suitable passage for "sight " work, with ques-
tions thereon. Full answers will be given in our
next issue. Allow your class to try without aid
from you, and then compare their answers with
those published.

Clear, placid Leman ! thy contrasted lake,
With the wild world I've dwelt in, is a thing
Which warns me, with its stillness, to forsake
Earth's troubled waters for a purer spring.
This quiet sail is as a noiseless wing
To waft one from distraction ; once I loved
Torn ocean's roar, but thy soft murmuring
Sounds sweet as if a sister's voice reproved,
That I with stern delights should e'er bave been

so moved.

It is the hush of night, and all between
Thy margin and the mountains, dusk, yet clear,
Mellowed and mingling, yet distinctly seen,
Save darkened Jura, whose capt heights appear
Precipitously steep ; and, drawing near,
There breathes a living fragrance from the shore,
Of flowers yet fresh with childhood ; on the ear
Drops the light drip of the suspended oar,
Or chirps the grasshopper one good-night carol

more.

He is an evening reveller, who makes
His life an infancy, and sings bis fill ;
At intervals, some bird from out the brakes
Starts into voice a moment, then is still.
There seems a floating whisper on the bill,
But that is fancy, for the starlight dews
All silently their tears of love instil,
Weeping themselves away, till they infuse
Deep into nature's breast the spirit of her hues.

-Byron.

i. Give in a single phrase or short sentence the
subject of this extract.

2. What does the extract itself reveal of the cir-
cumstances of time, place, and mood under which
it was written ? Quote from the extract in support
of your answer.

3. What does the extract itself reveal of the per-
sonality of the author ?

4. "Byron showed by bis earlier works that a
vivid interpretation of nature was by no means
inconsistent with correct versification, and by his
later works that fidelity to nature must far tran-
scend mere correctness of expression." In your

opinion, is this estimate of Byron as a poet estab-
lished by this extract ? Point out reasons for your
answer.

5, " Byron was intensely subjective." Point out
proof of this from the extract.

6. " Warns me to forsake
Earth's troubled waters for a purer spiing.'

Write this in your own words.
7. Explain : " Capt heights," " breathes a living

fragrance," " flowers yet fresh with childhood,"
"starts into voice a moment," " floating whisper,'
"tears of love," and "nature's breast.»

8. What would the whisper spoken of in " float-
ing whisper " be ?

What is the connection in sense between

" For the starlight dews
All silently their tears of love instil,
Weeping themselves away till they infuse
Deep into nature's breast the spirit of her hues,"

And

"There seems a floating whisper on the hill,
But that is fancy " ?

PHYSIOLOGY.

Below we give eight carefully graded questions
of physiology and hygiene, which will be found
adapted to this grade.

i. Name the organs of respiration and tbe
results accomplished by respiration.

2. What is animal heat? Why is animal heat
better maintained when we breathe pure air than
when we breathe foul air ?

3. Naine the three different organs or parts Of
the body which are composed largely of cartila-
ginous tissue.

4. Of what chemical elements are the living
tissues, when analyzed, found to be composed?
How does exercise affect digestion ? respiratioi ?

5. How many and what are the vital organs ?
6. Give four important hygienic rules that pupils

should be taught to observe.
7. Describe the effects of alcoholic liquor on the

heart and smaller blood vessels.
8. What are stimulants ? What are narcotics ?

Is the same tbing ever both a stimulant and a nar-
cotic ? Give examples.

COMPOSITION.

First preparing an outlineor plan, and attaching
it to your composition, write the story suggested
by the lines quoted below :

Up this seashore, in some briars,
Two guests from Alabama-two together,
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And their nest, and Tour light green eggs, spotted

with brown,
And every day the she-bird, crouched on her nest,

silent, with bright eyes
And every day 1, a curious boy, never too close,

never distuibing them,
Cautiously peering, absorbing, translatng.

Till of a sudden,
May-be killed unknown to ber mate,

One forenoon the she-bird crouched not on ber

nest
Nor returned again that afternoon, nor the next,

Nor ever appeared agan ;

And thenceforward, ail summer, in the sound ot

the sea,
And at night, under the full moon, in calmer

weather,
Over the boarse surging of the sea,

Or fditting from briar to briar by day,

I saw, I heard at intervals, the remaining one, the

he-bird,
The solitary guest from Alabama.

-- Walt Whitman.

We shall ever be glad to receive work from our

boy and girl readers. This is your paper ; use it.

BOOKKEEPING.

This issue we reproduce the P.S.L. Bookkeeping

Paper for 1896 ; in following issue it will be fully

answered. Each issue of THE JOURNAL will con-

tain an exercise in bookkeeping solved. We hope

this will prove useful to our readers.

Work the following set in single entry, using day-

book, cash book, and ledger :

Toronto, 1896.

January ist. I bought out the plant and good-

'Will of C. Tedford's blacksmith shop for $300, pay-

ing him $oo cash and giving him my note, en-

dorsed by P. Johnson, for the balance, payable at

the Molsons Bank here in three months without

interest. I also rented the shop from C. Tedford

at $1o per n,onth.
January 2nd. Removed 4 horseshoes @ ioc.

each, set 3 new shoes @ 25c. each, and repaired a

cutter, £1.25, for L. Turnbull. The cash receipts

to-day were $3.25.

January 3rd. Set 4 new shoes @ 25c. each, and

Mnade a set of gate hinges, 75c., for R. Beattie.

The cash receipts to-day were $2.50.

January 4th. Bought of Harland Bros., coal

and iron as per invoice, $25.75. The cash receipts

to-day were $3.75.

January 6th. Ironed a cutter for Harland bros.,

$8.25, and set 7 new shoes at 25c. each for L.

Turnbull. The cash receipts to-day were $2.25.

Hired a horse and cutter from L. Turnbull, $1.25.

January 7th. Repaired a cutter, $2.25, and a

cooking range, 75c., for R. Beattie. The cash re-

ceipts to-day wer $1.75.

January 8th. The cash receipts to-day were .

$5.75.
January 9th. R. Beattie gave me bis check,

payable to my order, on the Molsons Bank here,

for the amount of his account. The cash receipts

to-day were $4.85.
January ioth. Removed 7 shoes @ ioc. each

and set i new shoe @ 25c. for L. Turnbull ; and

bought of him old iron at 75c. The cash receipts

to-day were $4.25.

January 11th. L. Turnbull gave me an order

on Harland Bros. for the amount of bis account.

The cash receipts to-day were $2.75.
January i5th. Sold the plant and good-will of

the shop to W. Seeley for $350, receiving $200

cash and his note for $i5o, payable in two months.

Paid C. Tedford half a month's rent, and he

agreed to accept W. Seeley as tenant in my stead.

GRAMMAR.

The following questions will be fully answered

in our next issue

"Thus to Time

The task was left to whittle thee away

With his sly scythe, whose ever-nibbling edge

Noiseless, an atom, and an atom more,
Disjoining from the rest, bas unobseived

Achieved a labor which had far and wide,

By man performed made ail the forest ring."

-Cowper, " Address to Yardley Oak."

i. Divide into clauses, and give the classification

and relation of each.
2. Classify the prepositional and infinitive

phrases according to their grammatical value, and

give the relation of each.
3. Classify the following words as parts of

speech, and give the relation of each : Noiseless,
more, disjoining, unobserved, wide, Performed,
ring.

4. Is had made indicative or subjunctive ? Give

your reasons.
5. Is forest the object of had made, or the sub-

ject of ring ? Give your reasons, and show

clearly by other examples that the infinitive mood

may have a subject in the objective case
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3nternebtate 1p.%. Eepartment.
Designed specially for teachers of Second and Third

Clsse.

SELECTIONS FROM TENNYSON.

M. A. WATT.

Many of Tennyson's poems are very well suited
to be used in our supplementary reading for even
young children, and I have selected several which
will be easily read and understood by juvenile
students of literature. They read those we have
in the readers with good appreciation, and will, no
doubt, be pleased to learn others if they are pro-
perly introduced to them.

FROM "IN MEMORIAM," CXI.

The churl in spirit, up or down,
Along the scale of ranks, thro' aIl,
To him who grasps a golden bal],

By blood a king, at heart a clown ;
The churl in spirit, howe'er he veil

His want in forms for fashion's sake,
Will let his coltish nature break

At seasons thro' the gilded pale

For who can always act ? but he
To whom a thousand memories call,
Not being less but more than aIl

The gentleness he seemed to be,
Best seemed the thing he was, and joined

Each office of the social hour
To noble manners, as the flower

And native growth of noble mind

Nor ever narrowness or spite,
Or villain fancy fleeting by,
Drew in the expression of an eye,

Where God and nature metýin light;
And thus he bore without abuse

The grand old name of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan,

And soiled with ail ignoble use.

Flower in the crannied wali,
I pluck you out of the crannies ;-

Hold you here, root and ail, in my hand,
Little flower-Lut if I could understand
What you are, root and ail, and ail in ail,
I should know what God and man is."

WINTER.
The frost is here
And fuel is dear,
And woods are sear,
And fires burn clear,
And frost is here
And has bitten the heel of the going year.

Bite, frost, bite !
You roll up, away from the light,
The blue wood louse and the plump dormouse,
And the bees are stilled, and the flies are killed,
And you bite far into the heart of the house,
But not into mine.

Bite, frost, bite !
The woods are aIl the searer,
The fuel ail the dearer,
The fires are ail the clearer,
My spring is ail the nearer.
You have bitten into the heart of the earth,
But not into mine.

NOTHING WILL DIE.

When will the stream be aweary of flowing
Under my eye ?

When will the wind be aweary of blowing
Over the sky ?

When will the clouds be aweary of fleeting ?
When vill the heart be aweary of beating ?

And nature die ?
Never, O never ! nothing will die

The stream flows,
The wind blows,
The cloud fleets,
The heart beats,
Nothing will die.

IN THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL.

EMMIE.

I.

Our doctor had called in another, I never had see0

him before,
But he sent a chill to mv heart when I saw hirO

come in at the door,
Fresh from the surgery schools of France and Of

other lands-

Harsh red hair, big voice, big chest, big mercilesS
hands !

Wonderful cures he had done, O yes, but they said,
too, of him,

He was happier using the knife than in trying to
save the limb.

And that I can well believe, for he looked so coarse
and red,

I could think he was one of those who would break
theirjests on the dead,

And mangle the living dog that had loved him and
fawned at his knee-

Drenched with the dreadful oorali-that ever such
things could be !
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iere was a boy-I am sure that some of our chil-

dren would die

tut for the voice of love, and the smile, and the

comforting eye-

lere was a boy in the ward, every bone seemed

out of its place-
Caught in a mill and crushed-it was all but a

hopeless case

And he handled him gently enough ; but his voice

and his face were not kind,

Ar'd it was but a hopeless case, he had seen it and

made up his mind.

And he said to me roughly, "The lad will need

little more of your care."

All the more need," I told him, "to seek the

Lord Jesus in prayer ;

They are all His children here, and I pray for them

ail as my own."

tut he turned to me-" Ay, good woman, can

prayer set a broken bone ?"

Then he muttered half to himself, but I know that

I heard him say,

"All very well-but the good Lord Jesus bas had

His day.»

lad ?-has it come ? It has only dawned. Itwill

come by and by.
Oh, how could I serve in the wards if the hope of

the world were a lie?

ow could I bear with the sights and the loath-

some smells of disease

But that He said, " Ye do it to me when ye do it

to these " ?

IV.

So he went. And we passed to this ward where the

younger children are laid :

lere is the cot of our orphan, our darling,
our meek little maid ;

Empty, you see, just now ! We have lost her, who

loved her.so'much-
Patient of pain, tho' as quick as a sensitive plant

to the touch ;
Hers was the prettiest prattle, it often moved me

to tears,
Hlers was the gratefullest heart I have found in

child of her years-

Nay, you remember our Emmie ; you used t

send her the flowers ;

'1ow she would smile at 'em, play with 'em, talk t

'em hours after hours !

They that can wander at will where the works o

the Lord are revealed
Little guess what joy can be got from a cowsli

out of the field ;
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Flowers to these " spirits in prison " are all they

can know of the spring,

They freshen and sweeten the wards like a waft of

an angel's wing ;
And she lay with a flower in one hand and her

thin hands crost on her breast-

Wan, but as pretty as heart can desire, and we

thought her at rest,
Quietly sleeping-so quiet, our doctor said, " Poor

little dear,
Nurse, I must do it to-morrow ; she'il never live

thro' it, I fear."
V.

I walked with our kindly old doctor as far as the

head of the stair,
Then I returned to the ward ; the child didn't see

i was there.
VI.

Never since I was nurse had I been so grieved and

so vext !
Emmie had heard him. Softly she called from her

cot to the next :
He says I shall never live thro' it, O Annie, what

shall I do ?"

Annie considered. " If 1," said the wise little

Annie, " was you,
I should cry to the dear Lord Jesus ta help me,for,

Emmie, you see,
It's all in the picture there ' Little children should

come to me.'"'

(Meaning the print that you gave us. I find that it

always can please
Our children, the dear Lord Jesus with children>

about His knees.)

Yes, and I will," said Emmie ; "but then, if 1
call to the Lord,

How should he know that it's me ? such a lot of
beds in the ward ! "

That was a puzzle for Annie. Again she considered

and said :
"Emmie, you put out your arms, and you leave

'em outside on the bed-

The Lord bas so much to see to 1 but, Emmie, you

tell it Him plain :
It's the little girl with her arms lying out on the

counterpane."

VII.

I had sat three nights by the child-I could not

watch her for four.

o My brain had begun to reel ; I felt I could do it no

more.
f That was my sleeping night, but I thought that it

never would pass ;
p There was a thunder-clap once, and a clatter of

bail on the glass,
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And there was a phantom cry that I heard as I
tost about,

The motherless bleat of a lamb in the storm and
the darxness without.

My sleep was broken besides with dreams of the
dreadful knife,

And fears for our delicate Emmie, who scarce
would escape with her life ;

Then, in the gray of the morning, it seemed she
stood by me and smiled,

And the doctor came at his hour, and we went to see
the child.

VIII.
He had brought his ghastly tools ; we believed her

asleep again-
Her dear long, lean little arms lying out on the

counterpane.
Say that His day is done i Ah, why should we

care what they say ?
The Lord of the children had heard her, and

Emmie had passed away.

These are a few selections out of many which
crowded themselves upon my notice. A very good
way of impressing them upon your class is to pre-
pare them with a. view to having a "Tennyson
afternoon," at which these may be recited, and the
" Bugle Song," " Crossing the Bar," and other
songs, may be sung, while one pupil reads an -
original essay on " Tennyson;"

CAN THEY REASON?

S. Y. G.

Let your advanced pupils write answers to the
following :

r. A limb of a tree, about ten feet from the
ground, was broken near the tree, but was still
hanging to the trunk. Around it was tied a piece
of weather-beaten, broken rope, about two feet
from the trunk. About the same distance above
the limb, a similar fragment of rope was tied
around the tree. How do you explain the phe-
nomena ?

2. If I unwnd a yard of thread from a spool,and holding the spool firmly in one hand and the
end of the thread in the other steadily pull on the
thread until it breaks, and, if on repeatng this fifty
times or more I find that it always breaks near
the middle of the yard thus put under tension,
what two theories will account for the fact ?

3. In case I unwind sections of irregular length,two feet, four feet, three feet, eighteen inches, etc.,and still find the break occurs near the middle ofthe section, what do I conclude ?
74. Will the fact that the tree in No. i was afruit tree or a naple tree affect the conclusion
reached ?
;e 5. State three possible explanations of the find-
ing of the bones of elephants in Arctic regions.

Which one of the three seems to you the more
probable? Why ?

6. A pair of car wheels are fastened firmly to al
axle, so that when the axle turns the wheels turn.
A rope is coiled several times around the middle
of the axle, and comes off tangent to the lower
side. If the rope is held in a horizontal positiOn,
and one should pull on it, would the wheels roll
toward him or from him ?

7. Suppose the rope is held at an angle of 45 tothe horizon, which way will the wheels roll when
the rope is pulled upon ?- Western journal.

SOME USEFUL EXERCISES.

Write the words of your last reading lesson in
columns, making four columns. Arrange the
words of your last reading lesson alphabetically;
that is, copy first those words which begin with a,
then with b, and so on. Arrange the words of
your last reading lesson in columns, placing in the
first column words of one syllable, in the second
words of two syllables, and so on. Arrange the
words of your last reading lesson in columns,
placing in the first words of two letters, and in the
second words of three letters, and so on. Cop'
from your reading lessons aIl the words beginning
with capital letters. Copy from your reading les-son ail the name words. Write on your slate the
numbsr of lines in your reading lesson. Write On
your slate the number of periods in your reading
lesson ; the number of commas ; of question marks;
of semicolons ; of hyphens ; of apostrophes.

BUSY WORK IN NUMBER.
i. How many pupils in the schoolroom ? If

there were ten more how many would there be ?
If there were eight less ?

2. How many panes of glass in one window?
How many in al] the windows?

3. Write the name of the month. How manY
days in the month ? How many days in last
month ? How many in next month ?

4. How many hours in a day ? In two days ?
5. Draw five lines across the slate, and draw

five more lines across them. How many blocks
on your slate ?

6. How many children in the row you sit in?
How many feet have you al) ? How many fingers?
How many noses ?

7. There are seven bones in each of your fingers,and two in your thumb. How many bones have
you in one hand ? In both hands ?

8. Draw a clock on your slates. How manY
numbers on its face? In how many ways can youwrite the numbers ? Make the hands 4 o'clock.Make them say noon. Midnight. Six o'clock.

9. How many meals do you eat in one day?
How miany in three ? How many in a week?

1o. How many Sundays in this month ? How
many days, not counting the Sundays ? HOw
many school days ?

i i. How old are >ou ? How old will you be in
1897? In 1900?

12. How many eggs in a dozen? In three
dozen ? What is the difference between two dozen
and a half-dozen ?-- Wisconsin journal of Educa-
fion.
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ARITHMETIC EXERCISES.

LESSON XCVII.
1. If John pays y of a dollar for his breakfast,

twice as much for his dinner, and , as much for
his supper as for his dinner, how much does he
pay a week for his board ?

g 12. Add 41 , 724, 67Q. From 1o8z take 984.
3. How many squares 3 in. on a side can be cut

fron a board 12 ft. long and 9 in. wide ?

4. How many years in 4,380 days ?
5. Bought 3 ream of paper at 1 cent a sheet,

What did it cost?
6. 7of $8,645.94+ of $4,562.72-4 of $9,-

876-30= ?
7. Write by the Roman Notation 539, 1.306,

1,618, 5,461.
8. Il a pair of shoes cost $3.50, how many pairs

can be bought for $42?

LESSON XCVIII.

i. At 1o cents an ounce what will il lbs. of

rhubarb cost ?
2. At 5 cents a foot, what will 151 yards of wire

cost ?

3. What must be paid for 4 tons and 6 cwt. of
hay at $20 a ton ?

4. What will it cost to paint a board fence 6 ft.
high and 63 ft. long at $.35 per sq. yd ?.

5. A man bas a farm ot 80 acres, he planted 20
acres with corn ; what part of his farm did he
plant with corn ? What per cent. of it ? What
per cent. remained for other purposes ?

6. Bought 450 sheep at $4.75 apiece, sold half of
them for $5 apiece, and the remainder for $20 less
than cost : did I gain or lose, and how much ?

7. The divisor is 1064, the dividend 532x864,
what is the quotient ?

8. If 24 oranges cost 48 cents, what will 96
Oranges cost ?

LESSON XCIX.

i. From three million nine thousand take two
million eighty-six bundred and five.

2. If 15 apples are worth 25 cents, how much
are 45 apples worth ?

3. A milkman buys 3 cans of milk, each con-
taining 1o gallons, at 16 cents a gallon, and retails
it at 3 cents a pint, how much does he gain ?

4. 15 per cent. of 120 are how many times ï of
9 ?

5 If a of a pound of raisins cost 10 cents, what
Will 2" pounds cost ?

6. If you have a quarter mile to school and walk
home for your dinner, how many feet will you walk
in a month of 20 days school ?

7. Add $47., $6.87, $.95, $45.02, $9., $18.04, and
$.79.

8. At $? a yd., how many yds. of cloth can you
buy for $41?

LESSON C.

i. A boy walked 15ï miles the first day, 141 the
second, and 17, the third, how far did he walk in

3 days ?

2. Lucy picked 35 quarts of berries in 3 days
and her brother picked 24ý quarts in two days, how
many more quarts did he pick in a day than Lucy ?

3. " of Ot o of 72 cents are how many times
i of l of l of 1o cents ?

4. 10 per cent. of 40 chickens is 2 of the num-
ber Willie bas, how many bas he ?

5. Frank exchanged 4 busbels of chestnuts at
6 cts. a quart for peanuts at 8 cts. a quart, how
many quarts did he get ?

6. A fence is 96 rods long, how many inches is
it long ?

7. 640 weeks= -- days = - hours =
- min. = - sec.

8. 84 times $9177+16 times $9.74-69 times
$97.63 = ?

9. (7364x486) ÷972= ? 9876914= ?
1o. How much will it cost to plaster a room

24 ft. long, 15 ft. wide, and 12 ft. high, at $.40 per
sq. yd. ?-The Teachers' Institute.

IRREGULAR PLURALS.

We'll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes.
But the plural of ox should be oxen, not oxes ;
One fowl is a goose, but two are called geese,
Yet the plural of mice should never be meese.
You may find a lone mouse or a whole nest of

mice,
But the plural of bouse is bouses, not hice.
If the plural of man is always called men,
Why shouldn't the plural of pan be called pen ?
Cow in the plural is cows or 'tis kine,
But a bow if repeated is never called bine,
And the plural of vow is vows, never vine.
If I speak of a foot and you show me your feet,
And I give you a boot, would a pair be called

beet ?
If one is a tooth, and a whole set are teeth,
Why shouldn't the plural of booth be called

beeth ?
If the singular's this and the plural is these,
Is the plural of kiss k-e-s-e kese ?
One may be that and three may be those,
Yet bat in the plural sbould never be hose,
And the plural of cat is cats, and not cose.
We speak of a brother, and also of brethren,
But though we say mother, we never say methren
The masculine pronouns are he, his and him,
But imagine the feminine sbe. shis, and shim,
So the English, I think you all will agree,
Has the most awkwark spelling you ever did see.

-Selecied.

SIMPLE ERRORS.

r. He bas got a very fine bouse.
2. You may bave heard tell of my uncle.
3. There is no doubt but what he will come.
4. The servant cleared off the table.
5. The creek bas overflown its banks.
6. James jumped off of the roof.
7. They calculate to leave the city to-morrow.
8. On which street does the man live on?
9. The door must be closed shut.
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Primarye Eepartment. out5oufds such as those of ;n s, 1,

4. Pupils must do independent work.

READING: FURTHER SUGGES- In the -eye problem" (recognizing word5on the blackboard) each child must whisper
TIONS. the word or sentence to the teacher. Do

flot depend on answers from the class as
RHODA LEE. a whole, for in that case the backward

pupils are sure to depend on the others
i. Every lesson in phonic reading for assistance. ln the "ear problem" (writ-

should be well prepared. I have found ing vords on the siate) the teacher should
the following devices of great assistance :examine every siate. If a litte care and

(a) A PHONIc NOTEBOOK. In this book, watchfulness be exercised, there need be
which should be of a fair size, devote a no copying. Train the children to rely on
page to each sound. Make up lists of themselves.
words, sentences, and suggestions for in- 5. As soon as the pupils are familiar
troducing and impressing the sound. with ail the small letters, capitals may be
Seat work may be noted. Review work used, vhen proper.
should also receive a share of attention in 6. After a few weeks of phonic teaching
the book. let the pupils have the First Reader in

(b) READING CARDS. All that is neces- their hands. The first use made ofit bas
sary for these is a supply of old concert lready been described in an article on
tickets, or other cards, with blank backs. ' Script and Print."
These are cut up into a convenient size, 7. Review lessons should be given fre-
and on them is written a sentence or two, quently. In general each new lesson re-
when sufficient words have been learnt. views those given before, but sometimes a
This is a much better plan for sight-read- more definîte form of review is desirable.
ing than that of writing on a blackboard, It ill be found convenent to keep on the

Thitycars illbe stoie shul blackboard alist of the letters taught theThirty cards will be sufficient for a class ifrnclseadgn\vosasty
of ordinary size. No two stories should
be exactly alike. aegvnbe eacty alke.8. A list of the unphonetic words

(c) PRINTED STORIES. The successful should be kept on the hlackboard. Exer-
teacher of reading should always be oi ciscs of various kinds calculated to im-
the lookout for children's stories. They press these words should be given fre-
may be found in children's magazines,
Sunday-school papers, daily papers, and 9. As soon as practicable urge the chu-,
elsewhere. They should be mounted on dren to read their story books at home.
pasteboard, and kept in boxes arranged Occasionally they may bring them to
according to their difficulty. If trouble on a Friday afternoon, for in-
is experienced in obtaining such stories, stance, and read to their teacher.
use those that the children themselves
write. Rewrite these on cardboard, add- so* Df t wors ma r b dedn
ing, when possible, an illustration, and This should be donc when the word is
you will have excellent material for sight- first presented to the pupils, and it may be
reading. necessary to do so a second time, but

2. The teacher should not sound the afterwards the word should be recognized
the letters with the children. If she does without any such aid. The only mark
she will not be able to detect errors that ings we have used are the dash denoting
may be made by the pupils. Sound for the long sound of the vowels (i), the ce-
then, but do not sound with them. dilla denoting the soft sound of c (Ç), and

3. Avoid sounding the consonants too the dot over the letter also to indicate
long. The contact of the organs of speech the sound (g). A letter which us silent
should be momentary. Bad habits are is s0 characterized by having a stroke
formed by allowing the children ts drawe through it.
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SEAT WORK IN READING.
RHODA LEE.

i. Write words containing certain
sounds.

Ex.-(a) Write ten words containing
"sh."ý

(b) Write ten words containing
" ar."

2. Find words in the reader containing
a particular sound.

Ex.-Find and write out all the words
containing " o," containing " e,"
etc.

3. Make as many words as possible out
of the letters in the wheel. See Lesson
IV.

4. Make words by prefixing letters to a
syllable, such as it, et, ing, etc.

p-et
n-et
s-et
g-et
1-et, etc.

5. Affixing letters to a syllable to form
words:

mni-t
mi-x
ni-st
mi-nt
ii-1k, etc.

6. Prefixing and affixing letters to a
syllable to form words

en
r-en-t
b-en-t
sp-en-d
1-en-d

7. Make internal changes in a word.
The word " pat " is given, and is changed
as follows:

pat
pot
pit
pet
pest
past
pant, etc.

8. Make short words from long ones,
such as Mediterranean, misrepresenta-
tion, and international:

Words from misrepresentation
mit sat tent
met sap stamp

mat Sam station
rat sent present, etc.

q. Make sentences with words contain-
ing some particular sound:

Words with which to form sentences:
See, tree, bee, green, steep, deep, cheese.

Sentences formed
I see a tree.
The tree is green.
I see a bee in the tree.
That is a steep bill.
The well is deep.
I have a bit of cheese.

io. Write sets' of words on the black-
board. Do not name these, but ask the
pupils to form sentences with them.

Words:
birds
Fred
crumbs

baby
Christmas
stocking

flowers butter saucer
garden pound milk
summer store cat

DEPARTMENTAL EXAMINERS.

The following are the gentlemen appointed
examiners for 1897 in the departmental examina-
tions of the Ontario Depariment of Education, the
appointments being made by the Educational
Council :

High Schools, Form I.-A. McIntosh, Toronto
A. C. Casselman, Toronto ; Wm. Tytler, B.A.,
Guelph ; R. R. Bensley, B.A., Toronto.

High School Entrance.and Public School Leav-
ing Examinations-J. J. Craig, B.A., Fergus ; W.
Alexander. Stiatford ; D. Robb, Clinton.

High Schools,Forms Il.,III.,and IV.-English--
N. Carruthers, B.A., Toronto ; F. H. Sykes, B.A.,
Ph.D., London ; W. Tytler, B.A., Guelph. Clas-
sics-P. S. Campbell, B.A., Toronto ; W. S. Mil-
ner, B.A., Toronto ; J. C. Robertson, .B.A., To-
ronto. French and German-J. Squair, B.A., To-
ronto ; J. McGill.viay, M.A., Kingston ; W. H.
Vandersnissen, M.A., Toronto. Mathem-atics-
A. R. Bain, LL.D., Toronto ; N. F. Dupuis,
LL.D., Kington ; A. T. De Lury, B.A., Toronto.
Science-H. Montgomery, B.A., Ph.D., Toronto ;
J. Fowler, M.A., Kingston ; J. C. MacLennan,
B.A., Toronto.

Commercial specialists-R. H. Eldon, 'Foronto
W. H. Fletcher, Kingston.

Kindergarten-Mrs. A. M. Hughes, Toronto
Miss A. E. McKenzie, London ; Miss Mary E.
Mclntyre, Toronto ; Miss E. Bolton, Ottawa.

Normal School--Written Examinations-J. L.
Hughes, Toi onto Wm. Tytler, B.A., Guelph ; R.
Alexander, Galt ; W. Atkin, St. Thomas ; F.
Wood, Port Hope ; R. Park, Chatham ; H. 1).
Johnson, Strathroy.
W<Practical Examinations - Appointed by the
Minister-Toronto Normal School-Wm. Pren-
dergast, B.A., Toronto ; D. Clapp, B.A., Harris-
ton ; Allan Embury, Brampton ; 1. J. Wadsworth,
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M.A., M.D, Simcoe ; N. Gordon, Orangeville;
W. F. Chapman, Toronto. Ottawa Normal
School-J. J. Tiiley, Toronto ; Wm. Mackintosh,
Madoc ; T. A. Craig, Kemptville ; F. Burrows,
Napanee; W. G. Kidd, Kingston.

Normal Collee-W. J. R)bertson, B.A., LI..B.,
St. Catharines ; J. Waugh, B.A., B. Paed.,
Whitby ; W. H. Jenkins, B.A., Owen Sound ; W.
Briden, B.A , Ingersoll ; L. H. Alexander, M.A.,
Ottawa ; J. Morgan, B.A., Walkerton ; L. C.
Smith, B.A., Oshawa; F. C. Colbeck, B.A., To-
ronto Junction ; J. D. Dickson, B.A., Niagara
Falls.

bínts anb 1belp6.
SOME THINGS TOAVOID.

The study of human things unsuited to the phy-
sical development ; for example, a young child
cannot learn fine penmanship-it bas not control
of its muscles.

Or things unsuited to its mental development
for example, grammatical definitions-in fact, ail
abstract definitions ; avoid the whole brood of
these.

Or searching for knowledge drawn at wrong
sources ; f>r example, second-hand knowledge.
Pestalozzi's pupils were learning from a book abo)ut
a window. One of the boys suggested studying
the window itself. (" He is right," said Pestalozzi

I am wrong.")
Causing over-effort ; for example, holding the

attention of young children longer than fifieen
minutes on one thing, as arithmetic. Dr. Mac-
Alister relates a visit to a primary school in Phila-
delphia where the children were being drilled in
arithmetic, ail other studies being laid aside, the
teacher declaring that she " would drill it into
them if it took aIl day." Such wrongs are com-
mon !

Appealing to improper motives ; as offering
prizes to the one who should leirn the most verses
in the Bible. This is one of the most common
errors. Gold watches, gold medals, and the whole
business of prize-giving, is to be condemned. Let
the teacher ask if Jesus graded His disciples ac-
cording to the amount each could rec-te of His
Sermon on the Mount. The old "marking sys-
tem," for the purposes it was once used, is bound
to disappeir ; pupils were forced to siudy to get
good marks. General Gran's marks at West
Point were such, according to his teachers, as
should have put him at the tail end of the
army. . . .

Not aiming solely at the memory, but develop-
ing the comprehending powers ; for example, an
Indian school recited the Twenty-third Psalm in
concert, bu the laigeit boy could not tel] the
meaning of " Shepherd." This tremendous error
is being slowly corrected. To be able to spell
" heterogeneous," " indefatigable," etc., was once
thought the proper work of primary children, but
intelligent teachers do so no longe.-New York
School fournal.

EXERCISES FOR THE VOCAL ORGANS.

i. Gaze on the gay gray brigade.
2. The sea ceaseth, and it sufficeth some.
3. Say, should such a shapely sash shabbY

stitches show ?
4. Strange strategic statistics.
5. Give Grimes Grimy Jim's gilt gig-whip.
6. Sarah in a shawl shovelled soft snow softly.
7. She sells sea shells.
8. A cup of coffee in a copper coffee pot.
9. Peter Piper's peck of pickled peppers.
io. Smith's spirit-flask split Philip's sixth sistees

fifth squirrel's skull.

Life is rich in what it gives,
And not in what it gets.

M00k iRotices.
Anv book reviewed in this column may be ohtained by addres

ing The Educational Publishing Co., Richmond ChamberS
Toronto.

OUR OWN COUNTRY. Canada, Scenic and De-
scriptive. By W. H. Withrow, D.D., F.R.S.C.
Toronto: William Briggs. Price $3.

This is another book from the pen of Dr. With-
row, already well known as the author of " The
History of Canada," " The Catacombs of Rome,"
"A Canadian in Europe," etc. If a vigorous style,
a vivid descriptive power, and the ability to sus-
tain interest throughout, can give attractiveness tO
a book, we should predict that this volume would
at once become a favorite. It contains over 600
pages, is printed on excellent paper and embel-
lished with 360 engravings, many of them full
page, illustrating ail that is picturesque and his-
toric mn " our country " from Halifax to Vancouver.
Starting with Novi Scotia, and passing through
Prince Edward Is'an 1, Newfoundland, New Bruns-
wick, Quebec, Ontario. Manitoba, and the North-
west to British Columbia, the author describes ail
in a most interesting and graphic manner. This
book should be in the hands of every intelligent
citizen of our land, and will be found a most useful
aid to every teacher.

SEA-SIDE AND WAY-SIDE. By Julia McNair
Wright. Boston: D. C. Heath & Co. 1896.

This is, in our opinion, the best series of " Nature
Readers " yet published.

No. i describes crabs, wasps, spiders, bees, and
some univalve mollusks.

No. 2 describes ants, flies, earthworms, beetles,
barnacles, and star-fish.

No. 3 has lessons in plant life, grasshoppers,
butterflies, and birds.

No 4 has lessons in geology, astronomy, world
life, etc.

Written in a style at once lucid, pleasing, and
easily within the comprehension of a child, and
filled with information about the things around us,
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We know that Cod-liver
Oil is a fat-forming food
because takers cf it gain rap-
idly in weight under. its use
and the whole body receives
vital force. When prepared
as in Scott's Emulsion, it is
quickly and easily changed
into the tissues of the body.
As your doctor would say,
"it is easily assimilated."
Perhaps you are suffering
from fat starvation. You
take fat enough with your
food, but it either isn't the
right kind, or it isn't digested.
You need fat prepared for
you, as in Scott's Emulsion.

information perfectly trustworthy and at the same
time often startling in its strangeness, these books
cannot fail to be of great value as a means of de-
velop ng the thought of the boys and girls who
are fortunate enough to possess them. Buy a set
for your family, and you will not only have the
pleasure of seeing a delighted group of children,
but the satisfaction ofknowing that you have done
a wise thing for their mental development.

TEACHING THE LANGUAGE.-Arts. Speech, Read-
ing, Composition. By B. A. Hinsdale, Ph.D.,
LL.D., Professor of the Science and the Art of
Teaching in the University of Michigan. Price,
$1. Vol. 34, International Education Series.
New York : D. Appleton & Co. Toronto : Geo.
N. Morang, manager for Canada.

This is one of the best books on the teaching of
English which we have yet seen. It is eminently
suitable to both Public and High Schools. The
" Language-Arts " are clearly defined and the
value of the "vernacular" as an instrument in
education is plainly laid down in the opening
chapters. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to
" Child Study," and these will prove of great value
to all progressive teachers. Chapters on "The
Art of Reading," "Teaching Composition,"
" Teaching English Literature," " The Function of
Rhetoric," and "The Function of Criticism " follow,
and all are treated in a thoroughly philosophical
manner, the author grappling with the fundamental
principles, and at the same time not forgetting the
student's difficulties in the real work of the class-
room. It is the work of an original thinker, who
can put his thoughts in just such form as to be of

most use to bis reader in the solution of the press-
ng problems in an exceedingly important depart-
ment of education. Every teacher should read
this book.

A PRIMER OF ENGLISH VERSE. Chiefly in its
Asthetic and Organic Character. By Hiram
Corson, LL.D, Professor of English Literature
in the Cornell U.niversity. Boston : Ginn &
Co., 1893. Price $S.Io.

The readers of THE JOURNAL will be pleased to
know that through this book they may have the
privilege, hitherto enjoyed by the enthusiastic
group of students assembled in Professor Corson's
class-room, of listening to a teacher of exquisite
poetic taste, with delicate appreciation of poetic
harmonies, and the most sympathetic interpreter of
poetry in the colleges of to-day. All will remem-
ber Professor Corson as the author of " The Voice
and Spiriiual Culture," so highly spoken of by Mr.
John Seath, Inspector of High Schools for Ontario,
in a recent number of THE JOURNAL. The poetic
unities, foot, verse, and stanza, with their combin-
ing principles, accent, melody, and harmony with
rhyme, are fully discussed in chapters i and 2.

Chapters 3 and 4, on " Effects Produced by Excep-
tional and Vatied Metres," and " Effects Produced
by the Shifting of the Regular Accent," will be
found of very especial value to the teacher wbo
has been puzzled in trying to fathom the put poses
of a poet in varying or modifying his manifesta-
tions. The chapters on the " Stanza of Tennyson,"
" Spenserian Stanza," " The Sonnet " and " Blank
Verse" will be eagerly read by all who wish to.
fully understand the organc character of English
verse. We strongly recommend the book to every
teacher of poetic literature in our schools.

SHAKESPEARE, THE Boy. With sketches of the
home and school life, the games and sports, the
manners, customs, and folklore of the time.
By William J. Rolfe, Litt. D., illu.trated. New
York : Harper & Brothers, publishers. 1896.

This is a charming book. lis authorship and
tab'e of contents have only to be named to cause
almost every reader of Shakespeare to feel at once
that it is a book which he must have. The name
of Dr. Rolfe affords such guarantee of accuracy,
judgment, and good taste, that no further question
will be asked on tlat score. And when we have
added an outline description of the method and
contents of the volume we shall have given ample
assurance that the subject;matter is of such kind,
and is presented in such form, as is best adapted
to mingle largest profit with keenest pleasure for
the reader. It is true with respect to ever y writer
of an earlier day, and is true in a special sense and
measure of Shakespeare, viz., that one of the very
best keys which can be had to the thought and
spirit of the author is that afforded by an intimate
acquaintance with the customs and modes of
thought of bis time and place durng the formative
period of his life. This is not to say that the en-
vironment makes the author, or is even the most
potent influence in shaping bis deeper self, but
that the writer who is true to nature expresses bis
thoughts and imaginings in forms of speech which
are moulded by the pi oduct ofearly influences and
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associations, and which need, for their full under-
standing and enjoyment, an intimate familiarity
with the speech and customs of those amongst
whom he was reared, which speech and customs
formed, to a large extent, the moulds in which the
forms of his thought and language were cast.
This auxiliary knowledge is what the many learned
annotators of the text of Shakespeare have striven
so earnestly, and with so much success, to supply.
But when we have, in one connected treatise, an
introduction to the native town and neighborhood
of the poet ; when we are enabled, by means of
clear and graceful description, and well chosen
illustration in the best style of the bookmaker's
art, to revisit the very scenes in Warwickshire,
and permitted to gaze upon the castles and
churches and landscapes in Stratford-on-Avon and
vicinity, among which his boyhood days were
spent ; when we are pernitted to view even the
furniture of the schools and the home, the food
and drink, the popular books, the indoor and out-
door amusements, the games and sports, rough and
cruel as these sometimes were, the holidays, festi-
vals, and fairs, amidst which he grew up, we are
getting these invaluable helps in the very best
form. All this is here given us by Dr. Rolfe, and
when to ail lie adds thirty or more pages of histori-
cal, biographical, and critical notes, he bas laid us
under a weight of obligation which we can hardly
too gratefully acknowledge. We wish every
teacher in Canada had a copy of Rolfe's " Shake-
speare, the Boy."

MUSIc
To introduce the following publications, we will send

any one piece on the lis' for 25C.; two pieces for 45c.;
three pieces for 6oc.; or six pieces for one dollar. These
are aIl copyright publications, and not cheap reprints.

Two-%teps.
Shandon Bells. By Kerry Mills, composer of 50c.
Happy Days In Dixie. [ " Rastus on Parade."... .... 50
Ferneliff. By W arner Crosby .......................... 50
Vanguard. RupertGlyddon....... ................... 40
Muskoka Society. Gertrude Smith ................... 40
Rossland Lancers. E. E. Farringer ........... .. ... 40

SoNg s.
Just When Thou Wilt. (Sacred.) Chas. E. Wheeler .... 40e.
Weary the Waitlng. (Seni.sacred.) J. Calgari.. ..... 40
Passion Flowers. (Semi-sacred.) Rev. J. Francis .. .. 40
Dreamland. (Lullaby.) Col. H. Palmer................ 40
Cuddle Down, Honey. (Sonthern lullaby.) G. McCloud. 50
Mary, My Love. (Sentimental.) Hastings Weblyn...... 40
King of the Wind. (Bar. or Bass.) Hastings Weblyn .. 40

This is a splendid opportunity to add some new and
popular music to your collection ai a very moderate

price. Think of it-six pieces for one
dollar ! We make ibis offer believing

that every copy sold this way will
sell at least another copy.

THE ANGLO-CANADIAN MUSIC PUBLISH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION (LTD.)

88% Yonge St., TORONTO.

MANY VALUABLE BOOKS
AT LOW PRICES.

STANDARD LIBRARY.
12MO. PAPER.

Cts.
Life of Cromwell. Paxton Hood .......................... 25
Science in Short Chapters. Williams.............. .... 25
American Humoriste. Haweis.............. ....... 15
Lives of Illustrious Shoemakers. Winks 5
Flotsam and Jetsam. Bowles........... .............. 25
Highways of Literature. Pryde...... ................. 15
Colin Clout'sCaiendar. Grant Alen. .................. 25
Essays of George Eliot. Sheppard. .... . .
Charlotte Brontë. Holloway...........................
Successful Men of Tu-day. Crafts ........ .......... 25
Nature Studies. Proctor............... .................. 0
India: What Can it Teach Us? Muller................. 
A W inter m lndia. Baxter.......... ..... .. .......... 15
Scottish Characteristice. Paxton Hood................. 25
Historical and Other Sketches. Froude................ 2
Jewish Artisan Life. Delitz3che ................ ...... 15
bcientifie Sophisme. W ainwright..... ................. 25
Illustrations and Meditations. Spurgeon. ..
FrenchCelebritits. PartI. Daudet...................... 15
By.ways of Literature. Wheele...................... .
Lite ot Martin Luther. Kostlin...................... 25
French Celebrities. Part II. Claretie............... . J5
Christmas ina Palace. Hale.............. 25
With the Poets. Canon Farrar............ ............ 0
Life of Zwingli. Grob....... ..................
Story of the Merv O'D ,novan...................... .... 25htumu and the Diary of a Supertluous Man. Tur-

g en ieff ............... .............................. .... 15
MemorieandRime. Joaquin Miller .. ... . . 25
Christianity Triumphant. 'ewmai]................... 15
The Bowsham Puzzle. Habberton.... ... ............. 2
My Musical Memories. Haweis..... .................. 95
Archibald Malmaisu. Hawthorne..................... 15
lI the Heart of Africa. Baker.......................... 25
The Clew of the Maze. Spurgeon.... ... .... .......... 15
The Fortunes of Racmel. Hale ....... ................. 25
Chinese Gordon. Forbes.... .... ..................... 15
Wit, Wisdom, and Philosophy. Richter.. .. .. 5
Him self Again. Goldsm ith............................ 25
The Home in Poetry. Holloway....................... 2
Number One: How to Take Care of Him. Pope........ 15
Rutherford. Fawcett...... ..................... 25
Ten Years a Police Court Judge ........................ .... 25
'49-Gold Seekers of the Sierras. Miller. ............... 15
A Yanikee School Tacher. Baldwmn................... 25
Old Sailor's Yarn . Coffin ................ .............. 15
Life of W ycliffe. W ilson .............. .. ........... 25
T rue. L athrop . ........................ ..... ..... .... 5
Prince baroni's W ife. Hawthorne.......... ............ 15
Christmas in arragansett. Hale..................... 25
Arnold as Poetizer and Paganizer........................ 15
Working People and their Emiployers....... ... . 5
Aboard and Abroad. lireed . ........ ....... .......... 15
Howard, the Chris ian Hero. Holloway.... .........
The Timiid Brave Hersih......... ............... 15
Destructin of Gotham. Miller ........... 9
The Trial of Gideon, and the Countess Almaria's

Murder. Hawthorne............................ 15
My Lodger's Legacy. Hume... .. .. 25
An Unfortunate Woman. Turgemnieff.
Talks to Boys and Girls. Crafie..... .............
Finch's Steeches....... ....... 30
The Coming Race. Lvtton............
The Drink Problem. Gustafsun 15
Back S:reets and London Slums. Iastis ......... 2
Violet Gray. Phipps........................... ...
Brahmoism. Bose. 50
Science of Politics. Mille ...... ............. 50
Beneath Two Flags. Booth............ 5
Prohibition, The Principl, Etc. Whee er............5
A Man's Will. Fawcett... ..... 50
lI Darkest England. Booth ....... ............ 50
The Light of the World. Arnold... ..........
Miracles of Missione. Tst Series. Pierson ............ 2
Drill Book in Vocal Cul ure. Thwing................5
Duties of Man. Mazzini..............95
Preacher's Cabinet. Ist Series Thwing .. ePreacher's Cabinet. 2nd Series. Thwing............ 95
Preacher's Cabinet. 3rd Series. Thwinsg..........
Thoughts on the Relations of Emplol.er and Work- 10man. Sayward........ ......................
Miracles of Missions. 2nd Series. Pierson.. ......

POsTPAID AT PRICES ATTACHED.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
11Y% RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Pleae mention ihis pa per when writing to adve tisers.
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Ehe Globe
"A TRIO OF CANA1qDIIN1 FAVORITHS"

For 53 Years

*Z'he G lUOE •
Has catered to the intellectual requirements of
Canada's most intelligent- and prosperous citizens,
and by supplying only the product of the ablest
minds and brightest writers, as well as being ever
on the alert for the very best that mioney would
buy in all departments, it has kept Canadian
jurnalism in its wake, and by strict adherence to
the rules of truth and honesty it has metited the
confidence and gained the good wili of its readers.

3 Great Editions 3
E he Maily
Ehe zaturbay

Zbe WLeeh1-£

THE LEADER IN THOUGHT, IN NEWS,
IN INFLUENCE.

24 or 28 pages, illu(strated. This edition is the

gem of Canadian newspapers, and stands in the
same relation to Canada as " The London Illus-
trated News " and " Graphic " does to Britain, or
" Harper's Weekly," and " Frank Leslies " does

to the United States. It goes into the best hones in
the Doninion.

is the great home paper of Canada, and one of the
best weeklies on the continent. 16 pages of latest
and most authentic news fron all parts of Canada.

You can keep in close touch with Canadian affairs if you
have one of these editions coming into your home regularly

e-- ~ m =e====e

Subscription Rates
Daily, Morning Edition... $6

Evening ........ 4 oo
Saturday Illustrated 1 0
Weekly Il ..... o

Average Circulation for

D aily ....................... 28,650
Saturday .................. 35,O,
Weekly ....... ............. 23,702 z rlteC nb

Please mention this paper when writing to advertisers.
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........ Help us to get 2 5 ,0 0 0 Subscribers for......

he

ntrance î

Journal
It is issuedi every two weeks, and is only io cents from Jan. Ist to Sept. ist,

1897, or in clubs of five or more

ONLY CENTS
TO EVERY TEACHER who will make up a club list and send it in on or before

February ist, and add only 25 cents to the remittance, we will send post-free a copy of any one of
the following valuable books; or if 45 cents are added, any two; if 65 cents, the three books will
be promptly mailed post-free:

Chautauqua Talks.
By CHARLES BARNARD. .... Three books full of practical information entertainingly presented.

.... TALKS ABOUT THE SOIL. Chats about the soil in its complex relation to plants and business. A book of val,-
able observations and experiments for students, farmers, and others. (141 pages.)

.... TALKS ABOUT THE WEATHER. The weather and its relation to piants and animas. Many useful factIindispensable to the weli-posted man. (136 pages.)
O...UR USEFUL PLANTS. AlIwho are in anv way interested in the culture of plants will find this book rich ia

"Perhaps flot more uhan onr lu uo,ooo couid preseut so uuuch valuable information sitb so littie
waste of time or printing materials as Professor Barnard has done for us in uhese three volumes."-
TAe Globe, Toronto, Can.

Uniform Style and Binding, 12mo., Large Type, Handsome Binding. 75c. eaeb.

MAKE UP TOUR LIST AT ONCE.
Every Senior scholar Should Take The Entrance Journal.

1154, RICHMOND STREET WES-r,Educational Publishing Company, TORONTOONT.

Please mention this paper when writing to advertisers.
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ARCHITECTS

CURRY, BAKER & 00.
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
ENGINEERS.

SoHoL AROMIT 'UR. A SPEriA '.

70 VIOTORIA ST. - ORONTO.

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY
Bank of Commerce Building,

25 King Street West, Toronto.

E suaply teachers with positions and School BoardE
soit. ble teachers. Terms to ceachers on appli-

€ation. No charge ta Boards. When in the city call and
see us.

W. 0. McTAGGART, B.&. (Tor. Univ.), Man.

and Medical and
Dental PracticesDrug Stores a=t

lIought, sold, rented, and exchanged.
Parttierships arranged.
A,sistants and substitutes provided.

Monthly Bulletin, Ten Cents.

Address, DR. H. A. MUMAW. Elkhart. Ind.

. . USE THE BEST . .

Manufacturers of the celebrated

PREMIUM MUCILAGE,
LITROGRAM COMPOSITION,

LITHOGRANIS IREADY FOR USE.

759 Craig Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Teachers and Pupils ! The
Question Method of teachingATTENTION ! and learning History and
P ysiology is acknowledged

the best. Us- "Stevenson's Collection of History Ques-
tions in Dei ail and Review," and "Stevenson's Collection
of Questions on Physiol gy it De ail and heview" Ma-y
year. exannation Pap, rs in each botk, aud a complete
Dijctionary of terms in Physi.logy given slso. t'rice of each
1ets. lIoth in on vol ,2 cts Also use our bookkeeping set
of transactions with complete directions for Public Scuool
Leaving bookkeeping. Price 3 ta each or two for 5cts.

Send cash, if pos ible. address-
R. B. STEVEN MN. Ma-sey station. Ont.

)NAL JOURNAL. 39

NEUR ALGIA
.... CURED BY .-.

ONE MINUTE HEADACHE CURE. 10c.
For sale by all druggists, and at 395 Yonge Street, Toronto.

X O> 3V • TM W O EL I ME T
To write us when you are open to canvass for one or more
of our first-class and quick-selling books (all prices).
We are always looking after new and up-to-date works,
as well as keeping on hand standard publications. Send
for our full list when you are open to canvass.

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
PUBLISHER, Wesley Buildings, Toronto. Ont.

Best and Cheapest School Inks Kiown."

COLATEDUGKETT'S CWATERt INK POW DERS
Sanples for the asking, So TRY before buying.

Write us ou a post card (postage two cents) for partie-
ulars, and you will receive free by mail sampftles of Ink
Powder (School Black Rusitesu B ack, Copy ing and Foun-
tain-Pen Black, and Pour Colors), worth over 26 cents, to
any teacher. Address,

DUCKETT'S INKS, SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

w

w p
z
z

t-_-

REGULAR PRICES

No. 3, Sr.50. No. 4, S1.75. No. 5, $2.25.

9 1Postpald and rules free.

BS Buckeye Bell Foundry
alîk flEtW.aure nco.Cincininatt.OhIO.

cepers alike netr a c~ighsest Grade. Pure Tone Westminster
BellB. Foundiers of Largest Bell in Amen1a.

lities make Vs-f P E A K E R S-MAFor Home andt Sehuol.
New Catalogues FRERLDE WITT, Rose St., N.Y.

-D I ALO U E S-

r CO. The Braham Peu
rea,1, Will write three to four letters with one dip.

Saves blotting and time. We will send three to
any address t r 10c.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING GO.,
Toronto, Ont.

Please mention this paper whmn writing to advertisers.
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Teachers of Canada_____
Are you doing what you can to enable the youths

under your care to acquire a knowledge of the literature of their country ? Have
you acquainted vourself with the personality of Canada's leading writers, and with
the books they have written ? Have you started a little library of Canadian books
of your own, or interested your scholars in starting one for the school ? You can do
valuable work in this line, work that will go to build up a sturdy patriotism-sturdY
because intelligent. Tell your scholars of our writers :

Dawson and Chapman, in Science; Bourinot, Kingsford, Withrow, In History;
Gilbert Parker, Grant Allen, Sara Jeanette Duncan, in Fiction ; Mrs. Traill, Miss
Machar, Edward W. Thomson, Charles G. D. Roberts, in Miscellaneous Liter-
ature; J. Macdonald Oxley, John Macdougall, Egerton R. Young, for Boys'
Books; Read's " Lives of the Judges," " Life of Governor Simeoe," and "Life of
Brock," and Miss Fitzgibbon's "A Veteran of 1812," in Biography ; the poetical
works of Roberts, Bliss Carman, Lampman, D. C. Scott, F. G. Scott, Pauline
Johnson, Ethelwyn Wetherald,

and many others whose verse has won distinction in other lands as well as our own-
These are some of the many names to which we Canadians can point with pride.

We make a specialty of handling books by Canadian authors. We have a
recently issued catalogue of books from our own presses, illustrated with portraits Of

Thomson, Roberts, Mrs. Traill, Ethelwyn Wetherald, Mrs. Savigny, Bengough,
Campbell, Macdougall, Maclean, Young, Withrow,

and others of our Canadian writers, which we will gladly send to your address if yOU
drop us a post-card.

WILLIAM BRIGGS, Publisher, 29-33 Richmond Street West, Toronto.

"The Greatest Achievement of Modern Times."

A Masterpiece of Education. A Masterpiece of Lexicography.
A Masterpiece of Art and Science.

A Masterpiece of Up-to-Date Information.

THE FUNK & WAGNALLS

....Standard Dictionary
The greatest achievement of modern times." Everywhere conceded to be th"

masterork of the century, the latest and positively the greatest new dictionary of th"
English langpage. It is the work of over 240 of the most eminnent scho/ars and special-
ists of the world, over too of the foremost colleges and universities were reptre-
sented on its editorial staff, and more than $96o,oo were expended in its production
before a single copy was ready for the market. It bas 75,0O0 more vocabulary terms
than any other dictionary. Never was any book welcomed by such an outhurst Of
enthusiastic praise from the press and public of the entire world as that which greeted
the Standard Dictionary. Already it is everywhere the acceptedstandard of authorityP
and is unanimoussly pronounced the handsomest and most perfect dictionary ever made.

There are Thousands of Opinions Like the Following:
The St. James's Budget (weekly edition of the St. James's Hon. A. G. Blair, Minister of Railways and Canais, says:Gazette), London, says: "The Standard Dictionary should be am greatly pleased with the Standard Dictionary as an implement

the pride of iterary America, as it is the admiration of literary of everyday use."England." Rev. D Macrae, D.D., St. John, N.B., says "The Funk
& Wagnall's Standard Dictionary stands, in ny judgment, easily

Prof. Sayce, of Oxford University, England, the eminent ahead of all existing dictionaries in every particular."
philologist, says: "The Standard Dictionary is truly magnificent. Prof. H. S. Bridges, M.A., Ph.D., says : " I have examinedst is more than complete. . . . le is certatn ta suoersede ale other the Standard Dictionary carefully, and find it superior to all othersex-istine dictiona Pies of t/te Englts/t langwage. " in ose.'

We have secured a large stock of this great work, whieh we shall be pleased to supply to teachersat a low rate, and upon an easy plan of payment.
SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., M1l Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Please mention this paper when wa iting to advertisers.
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o Inome Bond
Guarantees the payment of the face of the

bond in case of death, and a 7% income thereon if the holder survives the
bond term. This is a particularly desirable form of investment insur-
ance for Teachers and all those with a fixed income.

For further information apply to

THE

NORTH AMERICAN LIFE ASSURANCE CO.
HEAD OFFICE : -

JOHN L. BLAIKIE, ESQ.,
President.

TORONTO, ONT.
WN. McCABE,

flanaging Director.

A BOOK FOR BOYS:

Snap Shots From Boy Life
BY F. C. T. O'HARA

With illustrations and striking cover design
by Astley Palmer Cooper.

Price, - - 75 Cents

Contents.-Being a Boy-Value of Reading
-Choosing Books, and How to Read Them-
Trashy Reading-Cultivating the Memory-
lIow to Study-School-day Reminiscences-
Letter-writing-Time-Value of a Good Name
-Divers Subjects-Do You Smoke? What
About Liquor? Do Not Scorn Advice-Self-
dependence-Advantages of Knowing a Trade
-Changing Employment-City and Country
Life-An Inquisitive Nature-The Beauties of
Nature-Wasted Opportunities of Life-Brains
Versus Industry-School After the Holidays-
1 e Happy.

These chapter heads give an idea of the nature and
scope of the book, but it must be read to be appreciated
at its true value. It is one of the best books we have
ever seen to put into a boy's or a young man's hands.
Ile is sure to read it and enjoy it, and cannot fail to be
Inspired by it. Teachers will do well to have their boys
read it. If you cannot give them each a copy, buy one
Yourself and lend it round the class. One teacher we
know bas given a copy to each of the eighteen members
Of his young men's class.

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
Wesley Buildings, - Toronto, Ont.

The Funk & Wagnalls STANDARD OICTIONARY

"The

Greatest

ichievement

of Modern

Times."

A Masterpiece of Education. A Masterpiece of Lexi.
cography. A Masterpiece of Art and Science. A Mas-
terpiece of Up-to-Date Information.

"The greatest achievement of modern times." Everywhere
conceded to be the master wvork ofthe century, the latest and posi-
tively the reatest new dictionary of the English language. It is
the work of over 240 of the most eminent scholars and specialists
of the world ; over zoo of the forenost colleges and universi.
ties were represented on its editorial staff, and more than $960,.
oo were expended in its production before a single copy was ready
for the market. It bas 75,000 more vocabulary terms than any
other dictionary. Never was any book welcomed by such an
outhurst of enthusiastic fraise from the press and public of the
entire world as that which greeted the Standard Dictionary. AI-
ready it is everywhere the accetted standard of authority, and is
unanimously pronounced the handsomest and most perfect diction-
ary ever made.

We have seeured a large stock of this great work,
whlch we shall be pleased to supply to teachers at a
low rate, and upon an easy plan of payment.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
11% Richmond St. W., Toronto.

Please mention this paper when writing to advertisers.
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New Firm o
o New Goods o

® New Prices
Everything New under the Sun in School Supplies.
Increased Facilities for furnishing a school with the best.

Our Stock....
Consists of the most modern and thoroughly up-to-date
Maps, Globes, Charts, and Atlases, Physiological
Charts, Botanical Charts, Celestial Charts, Charts
on Geographical Definitions; Physical, Chemical, WhiCh s o? FRHWn
and Biological Laboratory Apparatus ; Slate Our8, 9 ,and inch Globes t0

Blackboards; Slated Cloth; Desks. on Globes

SEND TO US FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST.

STEINBERGER, HENDRY & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO 37 Richmond Street West,

FRED. G. STEINBERGER & CO. TORONTO, ONTARIO'

Without
R Dollar WITHOUT A DOLLAR

C OULD any stronger evidence of its care in the investment of Trust

Funds be asked than the fact that

a Ebe Eemperance ano (encral

....3Lffe Etssurance Company....
has been able on the 31st of December, 1894-5-6, to close its books without

a dollar of interest overdue, and without owning a dollar's worth of real

estate either on account of foreclosure of a mortgage or purchase?

HON. G. W. ROSS, H. SUTHERLAND,
President manager

Head Office: GLOBE BUILDING, TORONTO
Please mention this paper when writing to advertisers.


